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ABSTRACT
Ceaseless demand for lighter, faster, and more efficient aircraft has been one of
the greatest driving forces behind bearing steel innovations. Recent studies demonstrate
that corrosion is one of the leading causes of bearing failure in both military and
commercial aircraft. High-performing bearing steels are available but are not being used
in US military applications due to high cost and security issues when steels are produced
outside of the continental United States. One approach to address this issue is to engineer
steels that are cost-efficient and heat treated for corrosion resistance, long wear life, etc.
This dissertation presents information on the effects of heat treatment on bearing
steels, specifically UNS 42670 (Pyrowear 675, or simply P675). P675 is a martensitic
stainless steel (MSS) engineered for use in the aerospace industry. Through proprietary
heat treatments, P675 can be transformed from a mediocre performing steel to one which
can withstand fatigue more than all other steels in its class, while maintaining acceptable
corrosion resistance. Here we demonstrate the effects of heat treatments on the new
generation of bearing steels to inform and aid steel developers in designing cost-efficient
steels that can provide superior corrosion resistance while maintaining required
tribological performance.
Samples studied were heat treated using three different methods; High
temperature tempering (HTT), Low temperature tempering (LTT), and Carbo-Nitriding
(CN). This study was initiated to test the following hypotheses:
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Electrochemical techniques (i.e. anodic polarization (AP), electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS)) will yield faster and more accurate results
than conventional corrosion testing methods for screening bearing steels
for corrosion behavior.



HTT samples will have the lowest corrosion resistance due to a larger
depletion of chromium from the matrix experienced at the highest
tempering temperature which will lead to the highest microgalvanic
couple between the carbides and matrix.



CN will have the highest corrosion resistance from the steels tested due to
the addition of nitrogen and encouraged passivation at the oxide/metal
interface.

The objective of this dissertation is to understand and explain the implications of
heat treatments on the newest and upcoming generation of MSS. A combination of
accelerated corrosion testing, modeling, and nanoscale surface analysis was used to
determine corrosion mechanism and provide recommendations.
Key results from this study include the following:


Corrosion performance of P675 is highly dependent on heat treatment where CN
outperforms all three heat treatments for corrosion testing, while HTT has the
lowest corrosion resistance.



EIS data was fitted to an equivalent circuit and a mechanism of corrosion attack
was proposed for each of the bearing steels studied where HTT experienced
general corrosion attack while LTT and CN pitting corrosion.
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SKPFM Volta potential difference (VPD) measurements in an inert environment
showed HTT as the thermodynamically most favorable to experience
microgalvanic corrosion between the chromium-rich precipitated carbides and the
surrounding martensitic matrix, with a measured carbide-matrix VPD of 200 mV,
while LTT (150 mV) and CN (90 mV) were less.



Corrosion propagation was also monitored in real time via in situ AFM and
revealed that HTT underwent the most rapid spread of corrosion attack across the
sample, while LTT and CN were less affected and showed much more localized,
intergranular attack and adjacent to carbides.



Bulk electrochemical testing results agreed with in situ AFM results, with LTT
and CN showing distinct passive regions as compared to HTT, confirming the
nanoscale differences in corrosion behavior observed between the steel heat
treatments investigated.



Corrosion rate measurements alone are not adequate to be a predicting factor of
bearing performance. The mechanism of corrosion initiation and propagation
must be investigated to properly design new bearing steels.



Based on this work, HTT would be recommended over the other two tempering
procedures for use in aerospace bearings where corrosion is not a primary
concern. However, when the bearing assembly is prone to corrosion attack, CN is
recommended for bearing use due to its high resistance to both corrosion onset
and propagation.
In conclusion, this study will allow the United States Armed Forces a new tool

(electrochemistry coupled with surface analysis via SPM) to screen candidate bearing
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steels for gas turbine engine applications and will give steel developers insight into the
effects of heat treatment on the corrosion performance of MSS (i.e P675). This work is a
quintessential application of the materials engineering triangle; By varying the heat
treatment (processing) of the steel, the microstructure (structure) of the surface of the
steels were changed, thus altering the corrosion behavior (properties) and affecting the
overall performance.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
There has been more than a century of work on alloys for rolling bearings that is
elegantly summarized by Zaretsky and Bhadeshia [1-3]. A condensed history of
aerospace bearing steels is presented in this dissertation to inform the reader on the
progression of these steels. Bearings consist of rolling elements and rings which form the
raceways. These rolling elements can consist of balls, cylinders, or barrel shaped metal
objects. On engine shafts, bearings must tolerate vibratory stresses, bending moments,
high speeds, elevated temperatures, and aggressive lubrication [4].
Background
Bearing Steel Progression
52100 steel was the first alloy that was specifically designed for bearing use and
was commercially available. Having a high carbon content (1%), this steel had poor
impact toughness [1, 2, 5]. To fix this issue, bearing steel producers began to utilize
carburizable steel alloys. The first example of this was 4620 steel, that produced a surface
microstructure consisting of tempered martensite, retained austenite, and alloy carbides
[5]. The main disadvantage of this steel was its low corrosion resistance [5]. Several
factors have been shown to influence corrosion rates in steels: alloying elements,
microstructure, carbide properties, and heat treatment [1, 2, 5-10]. The two most
commonly used alloying elements that provide corrosion resistance are chromium and
nickel [11, 12]. Iron alloys with a chromium content exceeding 12% are considered
“stainless” since chromium creates an oxide layer over the surface which passivates the
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steel [1, 2]. Other alloying elements known to increase corrosion resistance include
nickel, molybdenum, and titanium [1, 13, 14]. Utilizing the principle of a naturally
occurring oxide, alloy 440C was created to resist corrosion via a protective film [5].
Molybdenum was also added as an alloying element to inhibit pitting corrosion [1, 13,
14]. While alloy 440C had significant corrosion resistance, it did not perform well in
elevated temperatures [1]. T1 steel and M2 steel were the first bearing steels engineered
to be used in high temperature [5]. Developed in Europe for jet application in the early
1950’s, T1 and M2 steels contained significant amounts of tungsten, 18% and 6%
respectively. This prompted the United States to develop the M50 high speed steel which
was an attempt to replicate these two steels without the use of tungsten due to tungsten
being primarily sourced in the former Soviet Union [5]. Generally, most high speed steels
are double-tempered to re-temper any martensite that forms during the first tempering
process [5]. These steels experience secondary hardening, and high hardness
accomplished by the transformation from retained austenite to martensite during
tempering [15, 16]. Over time M50 and M50-NiL, a low-carbon variant for use at
elevated temperatures, became the standard in aircraft engine applications in the United
States [1, 2, 17]. These high speed steels seemed to address fracture toughness but at the
cost of corrosion, as M50 steel has an unacceptable corrosion rate [1, 18, 19]. UNS 42670
(Pyrowear 675, or simply P675), a low-cost, carburizable alloy was developed to have
high corrosion resistance and high fracture toughness.
An alternative: P675
In the early 1990’s, P675 was developed for commercial use as a bearing steel
that had equivalent corrosion resistance to 440C steel whilst maintaining a fracture
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toughness higher than that of M50 or M50NiL [20]. Ten main goals were set by
Carpenter technologies when attempting to develop the alloy:
(1) The cleanliness of aerospace bearing steels is essential and fatigue life is
enhanced by vacuum induction melting and vacuum arc re-melting (VIM-VAR) [21].
(2) Type 440C steel is considered to have sufficient corrosion behavior for
bearing steels [19, 20]. Corrosion studies using humidity cone and electrochemical
testing have shown P675 as having similar corrosion resistance to 440C [19, 20].
(3) It was essential to create an alloy that could be carburized in order to tailor the
alloy case structure processing based on fatigue requirements. Carbide morphology is
altered during carburization and heat treatment and control of carbide morphology avoids
issues with carbide membraning and necklacing [20].
(4) Within bearing steels, case and core requirements differ and often are in
conflict with each other. To meet Charpy V-notch (CVN) and fracture toughness
requirements, low carbon content is needed in the core to promote toughness in the
material. However, if the carbon content is too little, then excessive core ferrite might be
present, introducing other issues [20]. The required level of delta ferrite (5%) is
controlled by austenite stabilizers such as nickel and cobalt [20, 22]. Nickel is added to
the steel to increase toughness and keep a low-ferrite core. Cobalt is added to raise the
temperature at which martensite is formed, thus reducing the retained austenite in the
case [20, 22]. Chromium is added to provide significant corrosion protection via a
protective oxide film. The level of chromium in P675 (13%) is less than that of 440C
(17%) to control the amount of ferrite in the core [20]. Molybdenum and cobalt help with
resistance to localized corrosion attack [11, 23, 24]. In steel, vanadium increases wear
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resistance to the surface (case) and manganese aids in balancing austenite [20, 25, 26].
However, case-hardening redistributes chromium, giving very different corrosion
behavior compared to the core.
(5) Preliminary testing has shown that P675 has good fatigue resistance that is
similar to steel SAE 9310; a bearing steel that is used as an industry standard for fatigue
resistance [9, 20].
(6) Pfaffenberger and Tarrantini concluded that P675 has superior fatigue
resistance compared to bearing steels 440C and M50 [27]. Specifically, P675 showed 6.5
times the experimental life of M50 [20].
(7) When developing P675, the goal was to achieve good wear compatibility with
SAE 4340, a steel used in structural components within commercial and military aircraft.
To test this, P675 and SAE 8620 (a common steel used for aerospace bearing application)
samples individually were coupled with SAE 4340 and subjected to ASTM G83 crossed
cylinder wear test. P675 resulted in losing a total volume of 1.37 mm3 vs 1.72 mm3
measured for SAE 8620 [20].
(8) Hot hardness refers to the hardness value of the material when it is at elevated
temperatures [28]. When tested at an operating temperature of 200°C, an HRC of 60 was
obtained at the case, equivalent to that of M50 and M50NiL [20].
(9) In order to support the case with strength, the core of the steel must have
significant hardness. An HRC of 35 is the minimum for aerospace case-hardened bearing
steels, and tests confirmed that P675 exceeds this requirement by having a HRC of 40
[20].
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(10) The Charpy V-notch impact test consists of a pendulum that is dropped to
strike a notched specimen of material to determine the amount of energy absorbed by the
material during fracture [29]. P675 averaged toughness values of 175 J, as compared to
47.5 J for M50 NiL [20]. Fracture toughness gives information about the ability of a
material to resist fracture if a crack already exists [30, 31]. The minimum fracture
toughness to prevent failure in bearing service is 44 MPa-m1/2 (determined by testing
M50 NiL); P675 averaged 165 MPa-m1/2 [20].
While P675 is a well-engineered steel, processing modifications are necessary in
order to address the ever increasing demands of the aerospace industry. For P675, the
Navy has taken a particular interest in heat treatments to better the materials properties.
Some of these heat treatments include: high temperature tempering (HTT), low
temperature tempering (LTT), plasma nitriding (PN), pulse plasma nitriding (PPN),
carbo-nitriding (CN), and any combination thereof. This study will be focused on LTT
(316°C), HTT (496°C), and CN as these heat treatments show the most promise, and
interest from industry. This dissertation bridges the gap between processing (i.e. heat
treatment) and corrosion behavior, by providing information on the effects of heat
treatment on the localized corrosion behavior of martensitic P675 steel with three
different heat treatments; HTT, LTT, and CN.
Necessary Processing
Case-hardening consists of hardening the surface of a metal in order to increase
hardness on the surface [32]. This method of surface hardening is especially
advantageous with bearing steels due to the introduction of compressive stresses [1].
Compressive stresses found on the surface allow the bearings to perform under higher
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loads and higher rotational speeds [10]. Carburization is a diffusion driven form of casehardening during which carbon is introduced to the surface of a low carbon steel yielding
a martensitic structure [1, 33]. The aforementioned stresses initiate during the quenching
process that follows carburization. Specifically, the stresses are a direct result of the
austenite transforming into martensite and this expansion of the case is constrained by the
core, thus leading to the compressive stresses [10]. A steel with an initial carbon content
of 0.2% will achieve a content as high as 1% carbon at the carburized layer [33].
Carbides develop as a result of carburization and are compounds composed of carbon and
a neighboring alloying element [34]. Significant work has been done to characterize
carbides found in high alloy steels by Hetzner and Geertruyden [5]. Through the use of
metallography, X-ray diffraction (XRD), and electron beam backscattered diffraction
(EBSD) M7C3 (orthorhombic) and M23C6 (face-centered cubic) were determined to be the
primary carbides found in P675 [5, 10]. Because carbon content decreases for P675 as a
function of depth within the steel, M7C3 is found more readily at the surface, whereas
M23C6 is more abundant deeper within the steel [5]. Generally, coarse carbides are
associated with poor fatigue performance. and rolling contact fatigue testing shows that
carbides contribute to premature fatigue spalling, yet the mechanism of failure is still not
clear [1, 35, 36]. Carbides are of interest to the work because of its abundance in the
steels studied, as well as its detrimental effects on fatigue performance.
Nitriding is a heat treatment applied to bearing steels which introduces nitrogen to
the surface and penetrates to a certain depth (based on time, temperature, and atmosphere
composition) referred to as the case [1, 7, 9, 33]. This acts as any other case in that it
creates a series of compressive residual stresses just beneath the hardened layer [37].
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When the solubility limit is reached, nitrides are precipitated to the grain boundaries. This
in turn makes dislocations difficult to navigate and ultimately increases hardness. The
nitrogen interacts with steel and other elements to form compounds at the surface. Carbonitriding (CN) is a process of introducing both carbon and nitrogen into the surface of a
metal with the effect of producing a case hardened metal [7]. CN has been seen to
improve corrosion resistance significantly [19, 33]. Common steel alloying elements such
as molybdenum, chromium, and vanadium tend to form nitrides [33, 37]. With P675-CN
samples received, targeted case depth ranges from 750-1250 µm [9].
Problem
Convention Corrosion Analysis
Salt fog testing, developed approximately a century ago, is widely accepted as a
fundamental type of corrosion testing [38]. Many aerospace standards include it as a
requirement for assessment of corrosion susceptibility [38, 39]. This testing method is
difficult to quantify and inaccurate to the real behavior of materials in use [40-43].
Additionally, the testing itself is very time consuming; with a range of exposure from 21000 hours [38, 39]. Testing consists of samples being placed in a temperature-controlled
chamber where a salt-containing solution (5% NaCl by weight) is sprayed, at 35°C, as a
very fine fog mist over the samples. This corrosive mist is continuous during the entire
test causing samples to constantly remain wet. Subsequently, this causes the samples to
continuously undergo corrosion. Ultimately, samples are rated by recording the number
of hours to reach a qualitative aesthetic level of surface rusting and/or appearance. One
main issue of this type of testing is that the surface of the test coupons are constantly wet,
with no cyclic drying, which is rare in normal usage conditions. This hinders the
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formation of protective oxide coatings for some materials. Also, the international
standard (ISO 9227) for the test states that salt spray tests are suitable only as quality
control tests for analysis of discontinuities, pores, and damage in paint or metallic
coatings [39].
Cyclic immersion testing (CIT) or cyclic corrosion testing (CCT) is a relatively
recent testing method that was developed mainly for the automotive industry. CCT
attempts to accelerate corrosion conditions and replicate the corrosion that materials
undergo in real world applications. Testing duration can range significantly, but 48 hours
is the minimum for most aerospace standards. CCT tests expose specimens to a series of
different environments in a repetitive cycle. Simple cyclic testing methods such as
prohesion may consist of cycling between salt fog and dry conditions. More sophisticated
automotive methods call for multistep cycles that may incorporate immersion, humidity,
condensation, along with salt fog and dry-off. The most popular test method utilizes a
corrosive environment with dry-off testing, as this is accepted as the most representative
testing method. A dry-off environment may be achieved in an open laboratory or inside a
chamber. The area should be maintained with enough air circulation to avoid pooling and
to allow sufficient drying of the material. A drawback of this type of testing is the
vagueness of the term “sufficient drying.” Currently, there is disagreement on whether a
specimen should be considered dry when the surface is dry (via air drying), or when the
specimen has dried thoroughly (via a heating element for a predetermined period of
time). This issue becomes more significant as testing time increases because as corrosion
products build up, the material requires a longer time to achieve “drying.” The lack of
proper drying may lead to an inaccurate corrosion mechanism and subsequently makes
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CCT an ineffective method of testing. Both CCT and salt fog testing provide only a
qualitative ranking amongst steels and do not yield fundamental corrosion initiation or
kinetics information essential in determining corrosion mechanisms.
Knowledge Gap: Corrosion Behavior of Bearing Steels
Previous work on the microstructure of bearing steels is primarily concerned with
heat treatment and post wear test failure [7, 9, 44-52]. There is a small amount of
research done on bearing steel microstructure and its effects on corrosion behavior [5357]. While it is generally assumed that localized corrosion is the predominant mechanism
observed in corrosion-resistant bearing steels due to their stainless nature, general
corrosion is also a concern [1, 2]. The primary mechanism of corrosion attack has not
been studied with this generation of martensitic bearing steels. Attempts to predict
localized corrosion behavior of stainless steels have been made via pitting resistance
equivalency number (PREN) calculations [58]. PREN is an empirical metric for
predicting corrosion resistance based solely on composition [58]. In preliminary testing
conducted, the PREN were evaluated and did not correlate with measured corrosion rate
[19]. For the next generation of bearing steels currently in development, the effects of
heat treating on corrosion behavior are not well determined and there is a need for more
thorough study [1, 6-9]. This dissertation addresses this issue by studying the effect of
heat treatment on microstructure and the resulting impact of corrosion behavior of P675.
Motivation
Contemporary bearing steel improvement is driven in part by the demands of the
aerospace industry. Gas-turbine engines require that the bearings be able to withstand
higher operating speeds, temperatures, greater impact strength, and a resistance to
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corrosive environments [1, 35]. Unanticipated failures through corrosion are a concern in
aerospace applications, particularly those operating in marine environments [7]. Such
failures have precedent, with corrosion-related bearing failure being observed in both
planes and helicopters [59, 60]. One survey of aerospace bearing failures found that
11.7% of failures were due to corrosion [60]. Localized corrosion is the predominant
form of corrosion observed in bearing steels [1, 7]. This behavior is attributed to the
“stainless” nature of most bearing steels. Chromium and iron alloys with a chromium
content exceeding 12% are considered “stainless” since chromium creates an oxide layer
over the surface which passivates the steel [1, 2]. This oxide can and will break over
time, resulting in pits or holes in the oxide layer. Localized pitting corrosion, experienced
frequently with bearing steels, can lead to complete mechanical failure [11, 12].
The performance required is often in conflict with materials properties and
optimization requires compromise. For example, high corrosion resistance typically will
result in decreased hardness due to the relatively soft nature of corrosion resistant
alloying elements (i.e. chromium, nickel, etc.). This study gives insight into the
correlation between heat treatment and corrosion behavior of bearing steels. By
possessing a holistic knowledge of bearing steels microstructure/property relationship,
informed decisions for materials selection and further research can be made. There is
ample motivation to design superior steels: in addition to safety concerns, bearing
longevity also offers economic incentives in reduced maintenance and repair costs [7, 8,
61].
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Scientific Impact
Current research of bearing steels is focused towards mechanical and wear
behavior of steels with little to no specific assessment of corrosion susceptibility [7, 9,
44, 46, 49]. This dissertation is a comprehensive collection of electrochemical testing
data providing localized corrosion rate information, and in-depth microstructural analysis
pre and post corrosion to give insight into how corrosion evolves. This newly acquired
data and interpretation is a valuable tool for any industry dealing with alloy development,
machines and gears, aerospace bearings, and failure analysis amongst others. This was
accomplished by: (1) rapidly assessing localized corrosion behavior by conducting
accelerated corrosion testing via electrochemical methods, (2) determining the
microstructural influence on corrosion mechanism by correlating electrochemical testing
data with microstructural characterization via scanning electron microscope/energy
dispersive spectroscopy and scanning probe microscopy techniques, (3) providing an
assessment of the effects of heat treatment on corrosion behavior of MSS with newly
acquired data and results of aforementioned methods.
Dissertation Organization
Chapter two describes how steel samples were tested for corrosion behavior using
accelerated electrochemical techniques and ranked based on measured corrosion rate. In
Chapter three fitting parameters were extracted from time-dependent EIS data and
coupled with visual observation pre and post-testing. Chapter four describes how SKPFM
was used to characterize braze samples (where surface features were larger and more
pronounced) to develop the skill and knowledge required to use this technique
effectively. This same technique, along with in-situ AFM, was utilized in Chapter five to
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investigate the surface of the P675 bearing samples, monitor corrosion propagation in
real time and verify the aforementioned corrosion mechanisms proposed. Chapter six
summarizes all of the efforts and conclusions of the dissertation along with
recommendations based on findings. Chapter seven provides some suggestions on future
work and some possible avenues to explore for the next steps of this research.
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CHAPTER TWO: ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION TEST METHODS FOR
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Abstract
High-performance mechanical systems (bearings and gears) in advanced gas
turbine engines are required to operate at ever increasing operating speeds, temperatures,
and loads. Premature failure by corrosion pitting is a major concern in aerospace systems
operating in marine environments. To effectively assess the corrosion resistance of
candidate heat treatments, a rapid screening test is needed. Electrochemical corrosion
testing was performed to rank the relative performance of conventional bearing steels
including 440C, American Iron and Steel Institute vacuum induction melting vacuum arc
remelting 52100, M50, and M50NiL.Other steels in this study include Pyrowear 675,
T15, CSS-42L, Cronidur 30, XD15N, and steels with various heat treatments. Existing
corrosion testing methods such as the ASTM standards ASTM B117, Standard Practice
for Operating Salt Spray (Fog) Apparatus, ASTM G31, Standard Guide for Laboratory
Immersion Corrosion Testing of Metals, and ASTM G5, Standard Reference Test Method
for Making Potentiodynamic Anodic Polarization Measurements, lack sensitivity or have
too much variability to adequately determine differences in corrosion performance among
bearing steels with elevated chromium content. Testing for this study utilized anodic
polarization scans and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy scans in simulated
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synthetic seawater to provide a way to rapidly screen the corrosion resistance. All testing
was conducted in aqueous solutions at the free corrosion potential. Electrochemical
testing in aviation lubricants is ineffective due to the very high solution resistivity.
However, an aqueous solution provided a method to accelerate corrosion initiation that is
similar to the processes that occur in-engine and was determined to be an effective
method to rapidly obtain a relative ranking of corrosion resistance of the bearing steel
variants considered. A ranking of bearing steels was developed, with CSS-42L and 52100
having the highest corrosion rate while the steels 440C, CR30, XD15N, and Pyrowear
675 (CN-A) had the lowest corrosion rates.
Introduction
Bearing steels are a category of low carbon steels that are used for bearings in
mechanical applications. A ball bearing, for example, is comprised of two differently
sized concentric rings with spherical balls between them [1]. The smaller ring is the inner
raceway, and the larger ring is the outer raceway. Steel bearings have a variety of
applications within the aerospace industry, both as rolling elements and raceways of
bearings [1–3]. The geometry of bearings allows the component to support a greater load
than a simple wheel [1]. Given demand for high performance steels for aerospace
applications, it is advantageous to have a comprehensive knowledge of all aspects of
bearing steels. This paper works toward understanding the corrosion properties of bearing
steels. By possessing a robust knowledge of bearing steels, informed decisions for
material selection and further research can be made.
By the early 1900s, steels rich in chromium and carbon were widely used in
bearings [4]. The AISI 52100 steel was created soon after and, along with the
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compositionally similar SAE 52100 steel, remains one of the most common bearing
steels in use today [1,4]. M50 steel was developed and became commonplace in hightemperature applications [4]. Cronidur 30, a high nitrogen steel, and M50 NiL, a casehardened variant of M50 (Ni for nickel and L for low carbon content), are also commonly
used [2,4].
Contemporary bearing steel improvement is driven in part by the demands of the
aerospace industry. Increasing demands on bearing steels for this application require that
they be able to withstand higher operating speeds and temperatures, greater impact
strength, and a resistance to corrosive environments [1,2]. Unanticipated failures through
corrosion are a concern in aerospace applications, particularly those operating in marine
environments [5]. Such failures have precedent, with corrosion-related bearing failure
being observed in helicopters [6,7]. One survey of aerospace bearing failures found that
11.7 % of failures were due to corrosion [7]. Pitting corrosion is the predominant form of
corrosion observed in bearing steels [1,5].
There is ample motivation to design superior steels: In addition to safety
concerns, bearing longevity also offers economic incentives in reduced maintenance and
repair costs [5,8,9]. Among tested bearing steels, a hierarchy has been observed with
regard to corrosion resistance—from greatest corrosion resistance to least: Cronidur 30,
440C, Pyrowear 675 (P675), M50Nil, and M50 [3,5]. Cronidur 30 has superior corrosion
resistance compared to 440C, but it has lower fatigue and impact resistance relative to the
other steels mentioned [9]. Several factors have been shown to inﬂuence corrosion rates
in steels: alloying elements, microstructure and carbide properties, and heat treatment
[1,3–5,9–12].
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Alloying for Corrosion Resistance
Chromium has long been known to prevent corrosion, and alloys with a
chromium content exceeding 12% are considered corrosion resistant [1,4]. It is high
chromium content that makes stainless steel “stainless”; chromium creates a ﬁne oxide
layer over the surface that passivates the steel [1]. The inﬂuence of chromium values on
corrosion resistance can be seen by considering the relative compositions of the bearing
steels previously listed (Table 2.1). M50 has the lowest chromium content, while
Cronidur 30 has the highest.
Other alloying elements have been seen to affect corrosion rate [1,13,14]; 440C
has a high chromium content and includes molybdenum, which has been proven to inhibit
pitting corrosion in saltwater solutions [1,13,14]. The exact mechanism is not well
understood, but chromium-enriched molybdenum phases have been viewed at the surface
of similar compositions [13]. One possibility is that the presence of Mo6+ at the
passivating layer blocks chloride attack across the material, or that molybdenum-rich
carbides are insoluble when faced with chlorides and thus block potential pitting sites
[14]. Cronidur 30 was developed to include a high nitrogen and chromium content that
bolster the overall corrosion resistance of the steel. This also reduces the activity of the
nitrogen by forming a secondary phase. A proposed mechanism is that the nitrogen forms
compounds at potential pitting sites, thus preventing corrosion [1].
Studies have shown that coarse carbides are associated with poor fatigue
performance [1,2]. Therefore, for superior corrosion resistance, a ﬁner microstructure is
preferred in bearing steels [1]. Hardened and tempered SAE 52100 has a micro- structure
comprised of tempered martensite and small, uniformly dispersed (Cr,Fe)3C particles
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[10]. Due to a low alloying amount relative to more recent bearing steels, and through
hardening, SAE 52100 can be expected to have a ﬁner microstructure than casecarburized bearing steels [3]; 440C has a number of large primary carbides due to its
relatively high alloying content [10]; and M50 is a martensitic steel, forming carbides that
are typically molybdenum, chromium, and vanadium rich [10,15]. M50NiL contains
primarily vanadium rich carbides including VC or V7C8 [10]. Carbides present in P675
are either M23C6, a globular carbide, or M7C3, a rod-like carbide [11]. Cronidur 30 has a
ﬁner microstructure compared to 440C, due to its low carbon concentration; XD15N is
similar to Cronidur 30 both in composition and its ﬁne microstructure [1].
Heat Treating
Although the relative corrosion behavior of the untreated alloys previously discussed has been investigated, the effects of heat treating on corrosion behavior remain to
be studied more thoroughly [1,3,5,9,12]. Several heat treatments were applied to P675
and studied in this work; P675 was treated at a high temperature temper (HTT) of 496°C
and a low temperature temper (LTT) of 316°C. Other samples, designated with PN,
underwent a duplex treatment: Carburization followed by low-temperature plasma
nitriding [3,5]; PPN indicates that pulse plasma nitriding was used. In both PN and PPN,
the bearing steels were tempered at HTT condition followed by nitriding treatment.
Carbonitrided P675 is designated with CN. Carbonitriding is a process of introducing
both carbon and nitrogen into the surface of a metal with the effect of producing a casehardened metal [5].
Through-hardened bearing steels are those with a consistent hardness through- out
the entire material, with the term generally implying a martensitic structure [1]. In some
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situations, a greater surface hardness may be required that through hardening cannot
provide or that would not be practical due to scaling issues [1]. Case-hardened bearing
steels have been treated in such a manner that the exterior of the part has a greater
hardness than the interior. This is achieved through carburization where carbon is
diffused into the surface, where the higher carbon concentration creates a harder,
martensitic steel [1]. A steel with a bulk carbon content of 0.2 % will achieve a carbon
content as high as 1 % at the carburized region [16]. This causes a signiﬁcant difference
in hardenability between the case and the core. A hardened surface over the softer interior
has the beneﬁt of introducing compressive stresses at the surface, reducing the potential
for crack initiation [16].
Nitriding is a heat treatment applied to bearing steels that introduces nitrogen into
the surface of the steel [1,5,12,16]. The nitrogen penetrates to a certain depth, again
referred to as the case [16]. This acts as any other case in that it creates a series of
compressive residual stresses just beneath the hardened layer [15]. The nitrogen interacts
with steel and other elements to form compounds at the surface. A higher alloying
content will cause a shorter case depth, and nitriding requires greater cycle times than
carburizing to achieve a comparable case depth. Nitriding has been seen to improve
corrosion resistance in salt spray testing [16]. Common steel alloying elements such as
molybdenum, chromium, and vanadium tend to form nitrides [15,16].
Duplex-hardened materials have undergone a twofold heat treatment process:
traditional case or through hardening, then a surface nitriding [15,17]. Duplex hardening
for bearing steels has been evaluated for mechanical properties, though the corrosion
behavior of duplex-hardened steels has not been well documented [5,12,15].
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Corrosion Testing
Two methods were used to characterize the corrosion rates: anodic polarization
(AP) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Given the prevalence of pitting
as a corrosion mechanism in bearing steels, it is valuable to have an understanding of
pitting behavior. This can be measured by the pitting potential or the voltage at which the
material begins to pit. The pitting potential can be obtained using AP and analyzing the
resulting polarization curve. EIS, alternatively, gives an understanding of the change of
corrosion behavior over time [12].
Experimental Details
Material Preparation
Samples used for corrosion testing were cylindrical (9.5 mm in diameter by 12.7
mm long) in shape. These cylinders were subjected to surface heat treatments and thus
physical manipulations of the geometry of the samples was not an option. Testing in a
standard electrochemical ﬂat cell would not work as it would not form a watertight seal
on the sample. In order to achieve a watertight seal with a deﬁned area for
electrochemical testing, the following procedure was developed. The ﬁrst step was to
spot-weld an electrical lead from the sample. This was achieved by spot-welding a ﬂat
nickel ribbon onto the top of the cylindrical sample and then wrapping the ribbon with
heat-shrink tubing. The bottom of the sample was engraved with sample information such
as the type of metal and its heat treatment, if applicable. Cylindrical samples were
prepared for electrochemical testing by cutting a piece of electrochemical masking tape
and punching a hole within the tape with a standard hole punch (diameter 6.6 mm). Once
samples were wrapped with the tape, epoxy was poured over the top and bottom of the
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sample. The epoxy limited electrolyte exposure to the sample to only the designated area
of testing (the hole in the tape) as well as encapsulated the nickel ribbon connections to
the sample, which formed a stronger bond to the sample. Images of the sample before and
after preparation are shown below in Fig. 2.1.
The sample was placed in a modiﬁed ﬂat cell with an extra hole in the body of the
cell to allow the cylindrical sample to hang in the electrolyte solution. A saturated
calomel electrode ﬁtted with a Luggin probe was used as the reference electrode to ensure
good transfer of charge. The Luggin probe is seen in the image of the electrochemical cell
used (Fig. 2.2). The counter electrode chosen for this experiment was a platinum mesh as
it is inert in this system.
Electrochemical Testing
Electrochemical testing was performed in order to obtain quick, yet accurate,
corrosion behavior data [18]. Bio-Logic (Model # SP-300) and Gamry (Model # 1000E)
potentiostats were used. Most samples were tested with synthetic seawater (Ricca
Chemical Co.) as the electrolyte, according to ASTM D1141, Standard Practice for the
Preparation of Substitute Ocean Water [19]. Some steels were also tested in 0.6-M
sodium chloride (NaCl) solution to observe the effect of an electrolyte solution on the
corrosion behavior of the steels. The two main methods of electrochemical testing used
were AP and EIS, which provided corrosion rates and overall behavior of the steels as a
function of time. Although it is standard practice in corrosion rate calculations to account
for area tested, it should be noted that all corrosion rates were obtained by normalizing
current density over the entire surface area that was exposed to the electrolyte solution
[20].
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Anodic Polarization Testing
Bearing steel samples were polarized anodically, in accordance to ASTM G5,
Standard Reference Test Method for Making Potentiodynamic Anodic Polarization
Measurements [21], to obtain pitting potential and overall corrosion behavior. Data of the
open circuit potential (OCP) was extracted initially, then a scan rate of 0.5 mV/s was
used to polarize the sample starting with -0.1 V versus OCP. AP testing ended when the
potential reached 0.25 V of the initially measured OCP. Each material was tested
multiple times to ensure accuracy and replicability. Parameters including corrosion
current density (icorr), corrosion potential (Ecorr), and both anodic and cathodic Tafel ﬁt
constants (βa and βc, respectively) were determined by using the Stern-Geary model and
ﬁtting software included in the potentiostat software [22]. A corrosion rate was
determined for each sample using this data and the formula shown in Eq 1, where MPY is
mils per year [18].
𝜇𝐴

𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 (𝑐𝑚2 ) = 0.46𝑀𝑃𝑌

(1)

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy Testing
EIS testing was conducted at OCP, or free corrosion potential, over a period of
time (approximately 60 h) with an EIS scan conducted every 2 h for a total of 25 separate
scans on each test sample. A corrosion rate was determined for each EIS scan, yielding
data capturing the evolution of corrosion during the entire exposure period. To calculate
the corrosion rate from each EIS scan, the formula shown in Eq 2 was used [18].
𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 (

A
𝐵
(𝛽𝑎 𝛽𝑐 )
)=
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝐵 =
2
𝑐𝑚
𝑅𝑝
(𝛽𝑎 + 𝛽𝑐 )
𝜇𝐴

𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 (𝑐𝑚2 ) = 0.46𝑀𝑃𝑌 (2)
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The corrosion rate icorr (A/cm2) is equal to a constant B divided by the polarization
resistance (Rp). The constant B is a function of the anodic and cathodic Tafel slopes (βa
and βc) near the open circuit. To convert to the corrosion rate, the Tafel slopes were
assumed to be the same for all materials and all tests for the samples that underwent EIS
testing. The value of Rp was the impedance at low frequency (speciﬁcally 10.006 mHz),
which is equivalent to a direct current resistance and has been shown to predict overall
corrosion behavior [20,23]. As with earlier samples, these samples were tested multiple
times to ensure replicability and accuracy of the testing method.
Results and Discussion
Results
AP Testing
AP testing was performed in order to obtain a pitting potential for each steel. This
is of particular importance because pitting corrosion is the main method of attack
experienced by bearing steels made of stainless steels [12]. Each sample was tested a
minimum of three times to ensure replicability within the system. Fig. 2.3 contains three
sets of polarization scans from the 52100 steel showing system replicability.
An acceptable deviation of approximately 80 mV is observed for different Ecorr
values of each replicate test. This shows consistency with both the system and sample
preparation. Anodically polarizing the samples yielded scans from which data were
extracted via modeling and ﬁtting tangent lines to the anodic and cathodic portion of the
graph. A representative graph is shown in Fig. 2.4 that illustrates this method.
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Parameters such as Ecorr, icorr, βa, and βc were of particular interest because these
are linked to overall corrosion behavior [22]. Using these parameters, corrosion rates
were determined from AP testing and are shown in Fig. 2.5.
EIS Testing
Electrolyte Solution
EIS testing of bearing steels gave insight into the interfacial reaction between the
electrolyte and the steel. The electrolyte chosen is critical in determining a corrosion rate
and subsequently a relative ranking. Fig. 2.6 shows comparisons among three steels
tested via EIS with two different electrolytes.
For this study, synthetic seawater was chosen as the electrolyte because it
replicates the environment that these bearing steels would be exposed to more accurately
than 0.6-M NaCl. Details on the differences in corrosion rates are addressed in the
discussion section.
Analysis and Corrosion Rate Calculation
A Nyquist plot shows the negative imaginary impedance as a function of real
impedance. By modeling the data in a Nyquist plot, to a given circuit, it is possible to
extract individual parameters of that circuit, including polarization resistance (Rp) and
ohmic resistance. Of special importance was the low-frequency (LF) impedance
magnitude (approximately 10 mHz), which has been shown to approximate the Rp value
and help forecast the long-term performance of the sample [20,23]. This was the
approach taken in this study. Fig. 2.7 is an example of Nyquist plots obtained as a
function of time.
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To calculate corrosion rates from EIS data, the magnitude of LF impedance was
taken to be representative of the Rp. Initially, LF impedance values from all cycles were
obtained and corrosion rates were determined. Unfortunately, this made it difﬁcult to
provide a quantitative ranking of the steels. Therefore, the LF magnitude impedance
values in the approximately 10-h to 40-h span for each test were chosen as the values
used to calculate the overall corrosion rate. This reasoning is discussed in greater detail in
the discussion section. Using this method, the corrosion rates were calculated and
presented in Fig. 2.8. CSS-42L, 52100, and T15 performed the worst, with corrosion
rates exceeding 15 mils per year. CR30, XD15N, P675 (CN-A), and 440C performed the
best, with corrosion rates below 3 mils per year.
Discussion
Analysis of the AP and EIS data concluded with relative rankings of the steels’
corrosion rates. The resulting graph, shown in Fig. 2.9, compares corrosion rates of steels
obtained by AP and EIS testing. When comparing the two data sets, a difference is seen
in the values for corrosion rates. However, the general trend of steels stays the same and
is comparable for qualitative ranking. This trend can also be seen in Fig. 2.10, which
compares the two testing methods as a function of OCP.
The data from both methods of electrochemical testing seem to be precise while
not necessarily accurate. Due to this type of relationship, the study proceeded by only
utilizing one method of testing—EIS. This was chosen due to several reasons. First, EIS
simply yielded more conservative values for corrosion rates. This would only return a
safer assessment and overall ranking of the steels. Also, a typical EIS scan spanned a
little more than two days and consisted of 25 cycles. This produced more data that helped
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minimize errors. Finally, EIS has the ability to provide corrosion behavior data as a
function of time, giving insight into how the steel is changing as it corrodes as well as a
better overview of the response of the sample to the system [20].
Low Frequency Impedance
Initially, corrosion rates were determined for EIS testing by obtaining the
magnitude of LF impedance for each cycle and treating that as the Rp value. The graph
shown in Fig. 2.11 was constructed using this method. A general trend for most steels
tested suggests that the corrosion rate increases as time goes on. This could be due to the
nature of how these bearing steels are produced. Most steels evaluated are casecarburized and have high surface hardness (HRc greater than 62). The case-carburized
steels have a graded alloy composition and microstructure and hence graded hardness
[5,12]. Therefore, once the surface layer is compromised, the sample begins to corrode, at
an accelerated rate, with no protection. However, with the best performing (lowest
corrosion rate) steels, this is not the case. As seen in Fig. 2.11, the steels CR30, XD15N,
P675 (LTT), and P675 (CN-A) not only have generally lower corrosion rates, but they
also have stable corrosion rates.
Although EIS this provides insight into the corrosion behavior of the steels over
time, this makes it difﬁcult to provide a quantitative relative ranking among the steels.
More importantly, from the impedance values obtained at LF, it was evident that the
system usually stabilizes around the 10-h mark and continues the same behavior until the
end of the test. To illustrate this behavior, Fig. 2.12 shows corrosion rates as a function of
time for nine separate EIS tests of P675 (LTT). Therefore, corrosion rates were averaged
between 10-h to 40-h to obtain a single representative corrosion rate
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Electrolyte
Bearing steels chosen in this study are primarily used for aviation applications—
speciﬁcally, military aircraft that might be on an aircraft carrier for months at a time.
Initially, two electrolyte solutions were explored: 0.6-M NaCl and synthetic seawater
(ASTM D1141 [19]). When testing in 0.6-M NaCl solution, corrosion rates for some of
the same steels are exponentially higher while others increase very slightly when
compared to synthetic seawater (Fig. 2.6). For example, for CR30, the corrosion rate
increases approximately tenfold when switching from synthetic seawater to 0.6-M NaCl.
However, for P675 (LTT), the corrosion rate increased well over 100 times. Synthetic
seawater has a higher amount of chlorine and a lower pH than 0.6-M NaCl solution and is
still less corrosive. This less corrosive behavior is believed to be from the other
constituents in the synthetic seawater. Also, the electrolyte solution affects overall
ranking among the steels as P675 (LTT) and P675 (HTT1) seem to switch in ranking
when the electrolyte is changed. However, because the point of electrochemical testing is
to rapidly simulate the in-use environment of the steels, data from the most representative
electrolyte are considered to be most accurate. Therefore, basing decisions for material
selection solely on electrochemical data must be checked to see if the electrolyte solution
is similar to that of its application. For this reason, synthetic seawater was chosen as the
electrolyte as it replicates the anticipated environment of the steels most accurately.
Heat Treatment
The bearing steels are subjected to heat treatment based on alloying elements in
order to obtain desired properties. For aerospace mechanical system applications, the
primary objective of heat treatment is to improve tribological performance in terms of
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fatigue life and wear resistance. The effect of heat treatment on corrosion resistance has
been given some consideration. Generally, higher annealing temperatures yield lower
corrosion resistance as seen in Fig. 2.13.
The P675 alloy with different tempering temperature (LTT and HTT1) showed a
signiﬁcant difference in corrosion behavior. Corrosion rates were averaged from a
minimum of eight replicate tests. P675 tempered at low temperature inhibits corrosion
and provides good corrosion resistance for a prolonged period of time. Conversely, P675
tempered at a higher temperature has a higher corrosion rate, and the corrosion rate
increases at a constant rate as a function of time. This difference in behavior suggests that
the P675 (LTT) has a desirable microstructure that protects the material from the
electrolyte solution.
Pitting Resistance Equivalency Number
The pitting resistance equivalency number (PREN) is a quick empirical method,
based on alloy composition, to determine a pitting resistance ranking among metals. The
equation (Eq 3) for calculating the PREN is shown here [24]:
𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑁 = %𝐶𝑟 + 3.3(%𝑀𝑜) + 16(%𝑁) (3)
The formula implies that nitrogen has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on overall pitting
resistance. It has generally been thought that higher PRENs correlate to improved
resistance. To test this theory, corrosion rates obtained were compared to their respective
PRENs. Note that the PRENs were calculated using the median values for each respective
steel from Table 2.1. The resulting graph is displayed in Fig. 2.14.
As seen from the graph, there is no correlation between PREN and the corrosion
rate for highly alloyed carburized/nitrided steels. Although, generally, PREN values are
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used to only compare stainless steels, the data proves that even among those steels PREN
is not a valid protocol to design by. CSS42L has a higher PREN than XD15N but has a
signiﬁcantly higher corrosion rate. Therefore, PREN is not a suitable method for ranking
pitting behavior of bearing steels. The corrosion rate and corrosion behavior should be
veriﬁed experimentally.
Conclusions
Bearing steels, with various heat treatments, were successfully electrochemically
tested and characterized for corrosion using two independent processes: AP and EIS. A
relative quantitative ranking of steels was developed using these two methods.
1. A procedure was developed to successfully prepare cylinder samples for
electrochemical testing.
2. Replicability of AP testing was demonstrated by conducting at least three scans
on each material tested.
3. A correlation was shown between OCP values and corresponding corrosion rates
determined using both electrochemical testing methods.
4. A ranking system of the steels was developed with CSS42L steel having the
highest corrosion rate while the steels 440C, CR30, XD15N, and P675 (CN-A)
had the lowest corrosion rates.
5. Bearing steels were tested using two different methods of electrochemical testing:
a. Corrosion rates of steels tested using both AP and EIS testing methods
were observed to show validity and precision in both testing methods.
b. It was determined that EIS testing is superior to that of AP because EIS
yielded more conservative (higher) corrosion rates, gave insight to the
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corrosion behavior over time, and ultimately contained more scans (more
data), which helped minimize errors.
6. A general trend of increasing corrosion rates with time was observed with most
steels evaluated. The best-performing steels had stable corrosion rates. This is due
to material alloying elements, heat treatment, and the formation of a passive layer.
7. The electrolyte medium used in corrosion testing has a signiﬁcant effect on the
corrosion rate. EIS testing was done in two separate electrolyte mediums: 0.6-M
NaCl and synthetic seawater; 0.6-M NaCl resulted in much more damage to the
samples and yielded corrosion rates much higher than those in synthetic seawater.
This behavior is based on several constituents found in synthetic seawater that act
as corrosion inhibitors; 0.6-M NaCl also changed some of the relative rankings of
the steels tested.
8. Tempering temperature signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the overall corrosion behavior of
P675.
9. Empirical calculations of PRENs were compared to corrosion rates obtained via
EIS testing and were determined to be poor predictors of corrosion rates.
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Figures

(a)
Figure 2.1

(b)

Macro image of (a) samples as received and (b) samples after
preparation for electrochemical testing.

Figure 2.2

Electrochemical test cell for corrosion testing.
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Figure 2.3

Figure 2.4

A set of three polarization scans of 52100 steel.

Image illustrating Tafel fitting procedure used for this study.
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Figure 2.5

Corrosion rate and open circuit potential (OCP) as a function of each
steel tested calculated from anodic polarization (AP) testing.
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Figure 2.7

3D Nyquist impedance plot as a function of time for T15.
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Figure 2.8

Relative ranking of bearing steels in regards to corrosion rates
acquired ~10-40 hours of testing using the EIS method.
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Graph comparison of corrosion rates of steels derived from
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) testing and AP testing.
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Figure 2.10

Graph of corrosion rates calculated via EIS (Y1 axis) and AP (Y2
axis) as a function of OCP value.
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Figure 2.11

Corrosion rate as a function of time for select steels tested using EIS.
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Figure 2.12

Corrosion Rate as a function of time for P675 (LTT) for nine
individual EIS tests.
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Figure 2.13 Corrosion rate as a function of time for P675 (HTT1) and P675
(LTT). Photograph of corrosion tested samples (a) P675 (HTT1) and (b) P675
(LTT).
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Figure 2.14

Corrosion rate (Y1 axis) and pitting resistance equivalency number
(PREN) (Y2 axis) as a function of steel.
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Tables
Table 2.1

Compositions of bearing steels (wt. %).

Composition
C
Mn
Si
< 0.36
AISI 52100 0.95–1.10 0.20–0.50
SAE 52100 0.97–0.98 0.31–0.38 0.16–0.32
M50
M50 Nil
440C
P675
Cronidur 30
XD15N
T15

CSS-42L

0.77–0.85

< 0.35

< 0.25

Cr
1.30–1.60
1.39–1.43

Ni
< 0.07

Mo
< 0.02

3.75–4.25 < 0.15 4.00–4.50

0.11–0.15 0.15–0.35 0.10–0.25 4.00–4.25 3.20–3.60 4.00–4.50
0.95–1.20
0.05–0.09
0.20–.034
0.37–0.45

< 1.00
< 1.00 < 0.75
0.40
17.0
0.50–1.0 0.10–0.70 12.0–14.0 2.0–3.0 1.50–2.50
0.30–0.60 0.30–0.80 14.50–16.0 < 0.30 0.95–1.10
< 0.60
< 0.60
< 0.30 1.50–1.90
15–16.5

1.50–1.60 0.15–0.40 0.15–0.40

3.75–5.0

0.10–0.25

13.0–16.0 1.75–2.75 3.0–5.0

< 1.0

< 1.0

-

-

V
-

S
< 0.026
-

P
-

0.9–1.1

< 0.015 < 0.015

1.13–1.33
-

< 0.015 < 0.015

< 0.020 < 0.010
0.40–0.80 0.003 0.005
< 0.010 < 0.020
0.20–0.40 < 0.005 < 0.020
4.50–5.25 < 0.30

< 0.30

0.40–0.80 < 0.010 < 0.020

Others
Cu: 0.026
Cu: 0.12
Cu: < 0.1
W: < 0.25
Co: < 0.25
W: < 0.15
Co: < 0.25
Cu: < 0.50
Co: 4.0–7.0
N: 0.36
N: 0.16–0.25
Co: 4.75–
5.25
W: 11.75–
13.00
Co: 12.5
Nb: 0.02

Note: C = carbon; Mn = manganese; Si = silicon; Cr = chromium; Ni = nickel; Mo =
molybdenum; V = vanadium; S = sulfur; P = phosphorus; Cu = copper; W = tungsten; Co =
cobalt; N = nitrogen; Nb = niobium
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CHAPTER THREE: CORROSION PROPAGATION ON CARBURIZED LOW
CARBON 13CR MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS CONTAINING 2.5Ni-5.5Co2Mo-0.6V ENGINEERED FOR AEROSPACE GAS TURBINE ENGINE BEARINGS.

This chapter has been accepted for publication by Taylor & Francis in the journal
Tribology Transactions.
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Abstract
Carburizable martensitic stainless steels (MSS) are attractive candidates for
bearings due to their high corrosion resistance, high hardness, and high temperature
performance. Wear performance in tribo-corrosion applications is strongly influenced by
the surrounding environment. Electrochemical testing was used to evaluate three different
surface treatments developed for advanced gas-turbine engine bearing applications; low
temperature (LTT), high temperature (HTT), and carbo-nitrided (CN). HTT had a higher
corrosion rate that increased with time while LTT and CN had lower corrosion rates that
were stable over time. Accelerated testing revealed that surface treatment significantly
influenced how corrosion propagated, HTT was more uniform, conversely, LTT and CN
showed localized attack. Degradation mechanisms developed from electrochemical
methods provide rapid insight into long term wear behavior.
Introduction
As aircraft engines operate at greater speeds and temperatures for improved
efficiency, the demands on mechanical components are limited by materials performance
(1, 2). For military and commercial aircraft engines operating in aggressive
environments, including near sea and coastal regions, corrosion is a critical concern. In
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aircraft engines, corrosion plays a significant factor limiting the lifetime of tribomechanical systems (3-5). Recent analysis of aviation engine maintenance activities
found that historically, a leading cause for jet engine bearing removed from service has
been attributed to corrosion (3-5). Although more current aircraft maintenance data does
not exist in the literature, it follows that corrosion resistance should be considered as an
important factor in any effort to maximize bearing wear performance.
Bearing steels have a variety of applications within the aerospace industry, both
as rolling elements and raceways of bearings (6-8). For more than a century, advances in
processing and alloy development have progressively led to increased performance of
rolling bearings (6, 9, 10). Corrosion susceptibility is an integral part of bearing
performance evolution since it can determine component lifetime and accelerate wear
damage in tribo-corrosion conditions (3, 11-13). Hence, there is ample motivation to
design steels with superior corrosion resistance: in addition to safety concerns, bearing
longevity offers economic incentives in reduced maintenance and repair costs (14-16).
For M50, a current bearing steel used in gas-turbine engines, corrosion resistance is a
system limiting constraint (7, 17-20). UNS 42670, or AMS 5930 (tradename Pyrowear®
675 (P675)), was developed as a cost-effective martensitic stainless steel (MSS)
candidate for aerospace bearings, with the goal of improving wear lifetime by achieving
the corrosion resistance of 440C steel whilst maintaining a fracture toughness higher than
that of M50 or M50NiL (a low-carbon variant for use in elevated temperatures) (21).
P675 is a carburizable MSS that requires tailored surface treatments to meet
specific aerospace performance requirements via case-hardening (17, 22, 23). With a
chromium content exceeding 12%, P675 is considered “stainless” due to spontaneous
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oxide film formation which passivates the steel (24, 25). During carburization inward
carbon diffusion causes the formation of intermetallic carbides to precipitate in the case
region (26-28). Case hardening introduces compressive stresses in the surface and allows
the bearings to perform under higher loads and rotational speeds and suppresses surface
crack opening (6, 29, 30). However, coarse carbides and nitrides are also associated with
poor fatigue performance and premature fatigue spalling (6, 7, 31). The resulting
performance characteristics of P675 are determined by the specific heat treatment
schedule to, in part, optimize the type and manner of carbide population present in the
case region.
Substantial work has been done to optimize P675 steel to increase resistance to
wear and fatigue by various surface and heat treatments implemented post production
(14, 29, 32-37). The primary carbides found in P675 are M7C3 (orthorhombic) and
M23C6 (face-centered cubic) (29, 38). M23C6 forms after the precipitation of M7C3 (39)
and because carbon content decreases as a function of depth within the steel, M7C3 is
predominate near the surface, whereas M23C6 is more abundant deeper within the steel
(38). Similar to carburization, during carbo-nitriding (CN) nitrides including α-N, ε-Fe23N and

γ’-Fe4N are precipitated in addition to carbides, producing a case hardened surface

with significantly improved corrosion resistance (1, 6, 14, 20, 35, 40, 41). It is well
known that CN degrades corrosion properties at high processing temperatures with high
carbon steels (i.e. duplex hardening process). However, CN (duplex hardening and
combined cycle) of P675 has been shown to increase corrosion resistance, most likely
due to its low carbon and high chromium elemental composition (20, 35). However, the
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corrosion resistance of P675 is primarily determined by the carbide network formed as a
result of the heat treatment schedule (20).
Steels tempered at higher temperatures typically experience greater carbide
growth, and thus a larger depletion of chromium within the surrounding steel matrix
adjacent to carbide edges, due to sensitization (26, 42-44). Chromium depleted zones can
prevent the formation of an effective passive oxide film on the surface and yield a
reduced corrosion resistance. Conversely, lower tempering temperature provides greater
chromium homogenization in the matrix and smaller martensitic lathe width, promoting
overall corrosion resistance (28, 39, 45-47). There is a small amount of research
published on bearing steel microstructure and its effects on corrosion behavior (2, 44, 4851). Localized corrosion is expected to be the dominant form of corrosion observed in
corrosion-resistant bearing steels due to their stainless nature (6, 10) Attempts to predict
localized corrosion behavior of stainless steels through empirical (elemental composition
based) corrosion performance metrics such as the pitting resistance equivalency number
(PREN), are largely ineffective may not accurately correlate with measured corrosion rate
because of the strong influence of the near-surface microstructure on corrosion behavior.
(20, 52-54).
Surface treatments designed to improve fatigue life often reduce corrosion
resistance and overall wear life. Wear life is strongly influenced by corrosion attack,
which has not been studied with this generation of martensitic bearing steels. To address
this knowledge gap, the aim of this study is focused on assessing the corrosion behavior
of processing parameters for P675 that possess the greatest promise for wear performance
optimization. Recent work done by Trivedi et al. showed that P675-HTT outperformed
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P675-LTT and P675-CN in L50 life comparison for rolling contact fatigue (RCF) testing
of bearings with Si3N4 rolling elements (34). However, LTT and CN treated surfaces
have higher corrosion resistance compared to HTT. Better understanding the connection
between corrosion behavior, tribological performance, and wear life of the steels will
support alloy development and tailoring of processing parameters to achieve desired
performance specific to the operating environment conditions (11). This study provides a
new application of electrochemical methods to characterize differences in corrosion
evolution and contributes to a more comprehensive understanding of the wear behavior of
martensitic bearing steels designed for advanced gas-turbine engines in aggressive
environments.
Experiment
The steels considered for this work are classified as carburizable martensitic
stainless steels. Prior to heat and surface treatment, all steel samples possessed a nominal
bulk composition as listed in Table 3.1.
To obtain a balance of desired properties, a proprietary set of heat treatments were
applied to P675 during which samples were case carburized followed by quenching and
tempering. All samples were melted using vacuum induction melting-vacuum arc remelting (VIM-VAR) to ensure production cleanliness and increase fatigue life (36). The
main difference between the steels considered is the final tempering temperature and
composition of diffusing solute atoms in the tempering atmosphere. P675-HTT samples
were tempered at a temperature of 496°C while LTT samples at 316°C. The P675-CN
samples were processed via low pressure vacuum carbo-nitriding. By introducing
acetylene as well as nitrogen (via ammonia gas) within the atmosphere, the CN sample is
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able to obtain a carbo-nitrided surface (35). For all samples, case depth ranges from 7501250 µm (35).
Samples were prepared by heat treating rods that were finish ground by a machine
shop, and then polished and sliced in to small cylinders (9.5 mm diameter x12 mm
height). This produced a uniform treatment on the circumferential surface of the cylinders
that decreased radially inward to the unaffected core. To investigate comparable case
regions, each test was only conducted on a single pristine steel surface which had not
been tested previously. Replicate testing utilized identical samples from the same heat
treatment. There was no instance where a sample was re-polished for additional testing to
avoid testing a surface further into the case depth.
Electrochemical Testing
Anodic polarization (AP) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
testing was performed using a custom built 3-electrode electrochemical cell and a
research grade potentiostat (Bo-Logic SP300). A saturated calomel electrode (SCE)
(Fisherbrand™ accumet™) fitted with a Luggin probe was used as the reference
electrode and platinum mesh as the counter electrode. Electrochemical testing was
conducted in 0.01 M NaCl solution prepared with DI water (AP testing) or synthetic
seawater (Ricca Chemical) to ASTM D1141 standards (EIS testing). For polarization
scans the open circuit potential (OCP) was monitored for 30 minutes then a scan rate of
0.5 mV/s was used to polarize the sample starting at -0.1V vs OCP. AP testing ended
when the potential reached 0.25V from the initial OCP. For EIS testing, samples were
non-polarized (at OCP) allowing non-accelerated corrosion evolution and scans were
executed every 2 hours following an initial 30-minute period at OCP. A total of 25 EIS
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scans (or cycles) were completed for each individual sample, with a minimum of 5
samples from each heat treatment. EIS scans were conducted from 0.01 Hz to 1 MHz
with a ±10 mV amplitude sinusoidal signal. All samples were only tested once on the
exposed surface due to the graded microstructure of the carburized steels.
Surface Characterization
An analytical scanning electron microscope (SEM)(Hitachi S-3400N-II) coupled
with an electron dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)(Oxford X-Max) unit was utilized to
characterize the surface of the steels. Carbide and microstructure analysis was conducted
using image analysis software (ImageJ). SEM micrographs were analyzed for carbide
size, frequency, and area fraction of the matrix by converting images into an 8-bit image
and then executing a particle analysis on a ~6000 µm2 area square. Stylus profilometry
was conducted using a high resolution benchtop stylus profilometer (Bruker DektakXT).
Prior to profilometry, samples were mounted on a 10 mm metal specimen disc in order to
add stability to the cylinder shaped samples. All images acquired used a 60 second scan
duration and a stylus force of 3 mg. The probe radius was 2µm and had a scan range of
524 µm. This analysis yielded 120,000 points per scan with a scan resolution of
~0.17µm.
Results
Microstructure Evaluation
Cross-sectional SEM backscatter electron (BSE) micrographs were taken of each
of the steels. Figure 3.1 shows micrographs of the carburized area as well as a magnified
image of surface carbides of each of the steels. The three different heat treatments
produced differences in both carbide size and morphology, in agreement with existing
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reported results (55). Image analysis was done on a ~6000 µm2 area approximately 50
µm into the sample surface, Figure 1. P675-HTT had the largest average carbide size
(4.17 ± .83 µm2), followed by P675-LTT (1.73 ± .21 µm2), and P675-CN (1.02 ± .19
µm2). Similarly, P675-HTT had the highest area fraction of carbides relative to the matrix
at 27%, while P675-LTT (15%) and P675-CN (13%) had lower area fractions of carbides
in the analyzed area. P675-CN did not possess a distinct nitride layer due to the surface
grinding and polishing during surface preparation and precipitates were similar in
appearance to the LTT sample. N-containing precipitates were indistinguishable from
carbides in P675-CN as investigated herein. In previous related work it was shown that
P675-CN had elevated amounts of nitrogen (~0.5 atom wt.%) and nitrides in the near
surface region (≤ 250 µm) (35). Carbides in P675-HTT were the largest and showed the
most interconnectivity between globular shaped carbides. Conversely, P675-LTT and
P675-CN had smaller carbides that had a larger separation between each other, with
P675-CN, carbides were slightly more circular and evenly distributed.
Electrochemical Testing
The difference in electrochemical behavior of the active case—hardened surface
and passive unaffected core region of P675 can be seen in Figure 3.2. Testing was
conducted in 0.01M NaCl solution to promote passive behavior on the inner core of the
sample and highlight the change in corrosion resistance between the surface and core.
The P675 core displayed passive behavior from -0.12 to 0 V vs SCE with a passive
current density of 1.48e-4 mA/cm2. Breakdown of passivity is seen at ~0 V vs SCE
indicated by a rapidly increasing current with potential. The surface for all three surface
treatments did not show passive behavior, but instead displayed typical activation
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controlled corrosion behavior. To assess the nature of active corrosion in a simulated
working atmosphere, subsequent electrochemical testing was conducted in synthetic
seawater (20). Corrosion density rates were extracted from AP scans and averaged from
six replicate tests using Tafel fitting procedures reported previously (56) (Figure 3.3),
where P675-HTT had the largest current density (6.9e-6 ± 2.8e-6 A/cm2), followed by
P675-LTT (1.2e-6 ± 2.8e-7 A/cm2) and P675-CN (3.2e-7 ± 1.0e-7 A/cm2); results were
compared to corrosion resistant benchmark materials M50 NiL and Cronidur 30. Scatter
in the data observed for HTT seen in Figure 3.3 was typical and in agreement with
previous studies (20). Polarization scans shown in Figure 3.3 offer a rapid method of
corrosion rate ranking between the three surface treatments but offers only a “snapshot”
of the corrosion behavior. To distinguish the form of corrosion and damage evolution
with time, EIS testing with no applied polarization to artificially accelerate damage was
implemented.
OCP monitoring during EIS testing showed that the potential for all steel surface
treatments initially decreased rapidly, then stabilized (see Figure 3.4). P675-HTT had the
lowest average OCP and then became stable at -0.58 +/- 0.02 V vs SCE after
approximately 4.5 hours in the solution. P675-CN continued to decrease throughout the
duration of the test. OCP behavior of P675-LTT was in-between the two other steels
where it’s OCP initially decreased, but remained relatively stable after the ~30 hour
mark. However, both P675-LTT and P675-CN maintained an OCP ~ 0.2 V higher than
P675-HTT.
Representative EIS data (Nyquist and Bode Impedance) for each steel obtained
during ~54 hours immersed in solution can be seen in Figure 3.5. Nyquist plots for all
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steels typically exhibited two partial semi-circles. Differences were observed between the
surface treatments in regards to the magnitude and period when the partial semi-circle
arcs emerged. At high frequencies the first arc on P675-HTT typically developed with
relatively lower impedance (~20-150 Ω), whereas P675-LTT and P675-CN were much
higher, near 5000 Ω. The second partial semi-circle arc emerged at low frequencies and
showed higher impedances of approximately 7500, 17000, and 35000 Ω for P675-HTT,
P675-LTT, and P675-CN respectively. Bode plots in Figure 3.5b showed a slope change
in the mid frequency range indicating two distinct reactions occurring on the sample
surface supporting an equivalent circuit model for the system with two time-constants
(57).
The low frequency impedance magnitude at 10 mHz was used to approximate the
overall effective polarization resistance (Rp*) and provide an initial assessment of the
corrosion behavior of the sample (24). Rp* is inversely proportional to corrosion rate and
can be used to infer overall corrosion rates and provide a relative ranking (58, 59). The
resulting data plotted in Figure 3.6 was the average amongst a minimum of 5 replicate
tests with errors bars representing one standard deviation and is plotted as 1/Rp* to
correlate directly with corrosion rate. From the low frequency impedance, it is observed
that P675-LTT and P675-CN have lower overall corrosion rates that became steady
earlier (~10 hrs) during the test. In contrast, P675-HTT had a higher corrosion rate, and
progressively increased with time. A representative image for each steel post-testing is
provided in Figure 3.6b-d. From post-testing visual examination, P675-LTT and P675CN were similar and both displayed areas of isolated, high-aspect ratio localized
corrosion attack that typically presented as small circular openings of damage on the
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surface. In contrast P675-HTT showed more general attack that affected a significantly
larger relative percentage of the surface area with lower-aspect ratio attack (Figure 3.5).
To quantify differences in corrosion attack behavior between the heat treatments a
visual assessment was done to capture the pitting and general corrosion probabilities
following EIS testing (Table 3.2). Probabilities were measured using Equation 1, where n
was equal to the number of samples that corrosion typically exhibited either localized or
general attack, and N was the total number of electrochemical tests conducted on each
type of steel.
𝑛

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑟 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 = (1+𝑁) Equation 1
Localized corrosion was chosen for samples that had a single (or several) isolated
circular pit openings on the test surface, post electrochemical testing. General corrosion
was chosen for samples that had been attacked in a more uniform manner across the test
surface, and did not contain discernable isolated circular areas of attack. P675-LTT and
P675-CN show a much higher probability of localized attack (90%) than P675-HTT
(1%). For general corrosion, P675-HTT has a much higher probability (90%) than P675LTT (30%) and P675-CN (25%). In addition to the exposed surface corrosion, some
samples also experienced minor crevice attack on the edges of the test surface masking. It
is likely that the minor instances of crevice attack were triggered by existing surface
corrosion that grew to the edge of the exposed surface and hence crevice corrosion was
not separately classified.
Post-electrochemical Testing Characterization
Stylus profilometry provided a quantitative assessment of the surface topography
at corroded regions and SEM provided high magnification observation of corrosion
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damage sites with compositional contrast (not shown) to help reveal the nature of carbide
interaction with corrosion damage. Representative damage site analysis of each heat
treatment are shown in Figure 3.7. Corrosion on P675-HTT typically appeared to be
general, affecting a significant portion of the test area. The most severe attack was in
regions that were several mm’s wide and displayed a few plateaus of material that
remained (Figure 3.7a-HTT). Adjacent areas also showed a lesser degree of attack that
extended across most of the sample (e.g. Figure 3.7b-HTT). SEM imaging showed that
the carbides were generally not affected while the matrix was uniformly corroded (Figure
3.7c-HTT). In the areas of severe attack (~30µm deep), the matrix was completely
dissolved, leaving behind a collection of carbides. In the less severe areas of attack
(≤10µm deep) carbides are elevated from the surrounding matrix that was uniformly
attacked.
P675-LTT and P675-CN both showed localized corrosion that typically consisted
of a single large pit with a circular pit opening approximately 300-400µm in diameter
(Figure 3.7a,b-LTT & CN). Surrounding the pits were regions of corrosion product
buildup that were the preserved edge remnants of an apparent “umbrella” cap over the pit
with a span of approximately 500-1000µm beyond the pit edge. The bottom surface of
the pits was significantly enriched with undissolved carbides. Outside of the pitted area,
both P675-LTT and P675-CN showed distinct attack at the chromium depleted matrix
adjacent to carbide boundaries, with P675-CN showing slightly less attack (Figure 3.7cLTT & CN). Areas of passivity are indicated as well to highlight an important finding;
quantitative corrosion rate data from electrochemical techniques does not distinguish how
much of the sample is actively corroding. That is, a passive region was not seen in
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electrochemical polarization scans but instead exhibited active, Tafel type behavior. The
active corroding regions within the large pits thus dominated the resultant polarization
curve obscuring contributions from the passive regions. This was the motivation to utilize
EIS testing and obtain information about multiple reactions occurring on the entire
surface. Through this analysis the manner with which corrosion evolves can be used to
aid understanding of the wear performance of these steels in a corrosive tribological
setting.
Discussion
Microstructural Analysis
Since the final tempering temperature duration is identical for P675-HTT, P675LTT, and P675-CN the resultant carbide size after heat treating is directly related to
tempering temperature. Locally, the degree of sensitization is correlated with carbide size
because during carbide formation chromium is depleted from the areas adjacent to the
carbide boundaries as the carbide grows. P675-HTT likely had a higher degree of
depletion of chromium in its matrix as evidenced by its larger carbide size. Greater
depletion of chromium leads to a less effective oxide layer, lower corrosion resistance,
and can also hinder re-passivation (60). P675-HTT had the highest carbide area fraction
(27%) compared to P675-LTT (15%) and P675-CN (13%) which also had smaller
carbide size and a likely lower degree of micro-sensitization. For P675-LTT and P675CN the carbide size and distribution likely leads to better corrosion resistance due to
greater amount of solid solution chromium within the matrix. Although characterization
of specific nitrides was not in the scope of this study, previously reported surface analysis
on P675-CN confirmed the presence of nitrogen within the matrix and precipitated
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nitrides, though at a much lower amount compared to chromium carbides (29, 35).
Addition of nitrogen to low carbon stainless steels containing molybdenum and silicon
enhances corrosion resistance and pitting resistance (61-65) and its presence in the case
layer of P675-CN similarly contributes to its superior corrosion resistance.
Electrochemical Characterization
Although bearings are typically in contact with aviation grade lubricants during
service, electrochemical testing in ester-based lubricants is ineffective due to very high
solution resistivity (16). Corrosion develops in-service due to water-in-oil contamination
and lubricant degradation which reduces the solution resistance and enables
electrochemical reaction to proceed. Since corrosion is an aqueous process, accelerated
testing was conducted in aqueous solutions to avoid complications testing in oil while
still simulating the corrosive electrolyte bearings encounter in service.
For all surface treatments, initial polarization testing of the core region,
unaffected by the carburizing atmosphere, displayed passive behavior with a current
density that remained low with increasing applied potentials, while the carburized surface
showed active corrosion behavior. This difference in behavior was due to the formation
of carbides in the near-surface region of the steels. The drastically different
microstructure between the carbide decorated case layer and carbide free core provides
for exceptional wear resistance by increasing toughness. Compressive stresses found in
the case are developed during quenching when the austenite transforms into martensite
and is constrained by the more ductile core. The resulting microstructure increases
hardness and prevents surface cracking by suppressing crack initiation and propagation.
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For optimized bearing performance the effect of tempering on corrosion behavior
is critical since historically, corrosion of bearings in aerospace applications is the most
frequent and earliest cause of bearing life degradation (3, 14, 34, 35). Following
carburizing all surface treatments exhibited active corrosion when exposed to simulated
seawater, and reduced corrosion resistance compared to the core. This differs with
findings by Wang et al where carbon implantation on the surface increased corrosion
resistance of M50Nil (66). This can be explained by the significantly lower chromium
content of M50Nil (~4% as compared to ~13% for P675). In the current study, the rates
and appearance of samples post-testing, were dissimilar and varied with the final
tempering temperature and carburized atmosphere of the surface treatment. Moreover, the
addition of nitrogen to P675-CN significantly increased corrosion resistance in agreement
with findings by Laurent et. al. (67).
EIS data was modeled as an equivalent circuit to extract information on the
corrosion processes and reactions occurring on the surface of the test samples. Impedance
scans conducted over a large frequency range contain information on the contribution of
each element within the modeled circuit. This quantitative assessment can be applied to
help explain why samples with identical overall composition, but different surface
treatments, behaved differently from one another. For this study, a modified Randles
circuit with two parallel resistor-capacitor elements was used (Figure 8a) to model the
EIS response of the actively corroding surfaces. R1 represents the resistance of the bulk
electrolyte, R2 represents the oxide layer resistance, and R3 represents the charge transfer
resistance. Constant phase elements (CPE), denoted here as Q1 and Q3, were utilized
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instead of capacitors since real reacting surfaces of solids are never completely
homogenous, and therefore do not behave as ideal capacitors (42, 68, 69).
Q1 represents the effective oxide layer capacitance and trends with film thickness
and quality (69) while Q3 represents the double-layer capacitance at the metal surface.
Equation 2 defines the CPE:

𝑍𝐶𝑃𝐸 =

1
𝑄(𝑗𝜔)𝑎

Equation 2

Where the constant Q (F.s(a-1)) represents properties associated with the surface
of the test sample as well as the electroactive species found near the sample (71). In jω,
ω= 2πf where j is the variable for the complex sinusoidal perturbations and f is the
frequency in Hz (71) and α determines how closely the element resembles an ideal
capacitor (α=1) or a pure resistor (α=0) (42, 70).
Modeling of the EIS scan data was performed by fitting the Nyquist impedance
graphs to a predetermined equivalent circuit (Figure 3.8) using the fitting software
provided by the potentiostat manufacturer. Fitting parameters were obtained to provide
values for all elements in the equivalent circuit. Values for each of the circuit elements
averaged over the entire test duration are shown in Figure 3.8; values displayed represent
a minimum of 5 replicate tests, each containing 25 EIS scans/cycle.
Figure 3.9 shows 3-dimensional Nyquist and Bode plots as a function of time
coupled with the model fit to highlight the effectiveness of the model and showcase the
differences amongst the behaviors of the steels.
Figure 3.10a shows Q1 averaged values of each scan or cycle for each of the three
steels. P675-HTT has a much larger Q1 value than the other two steels and increased as a
function of time, while the other two steels show lower values that initially increase and
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then stay constant for the remainder of the test. When comparing to Figure 3.6a, the
behavior of the Q1 graph tracks the corrosion behavior well. Previous work has shown
that Q1 is a good predictor of oxide film thickness and is inversely related to film
thickness (42, 43, 72). Therefore, the oxide film on P675-HTT is likely thinner or has less
effective coverage than those of P675-LTT and P675-CN.
Q3 is representative of a depassivated area where active corrosion is occurring.
Q3 is dependent on Q1, and so shows the same ranking of steels as Q1 (Figure 3.10b). Q3
provides an indication of the oxide layer effectiveness in preventing corrosion as well as
the corrosion behavior once the oxide layer is compromised. If the oxide layer was
completely intact active corrosion would not be present and any effect of the
representative Q3 element would be diminished. Therefore, a higher Q3 value, indicates a
lower oxide layer effectiveness and a lower corrosion resistance of the bulk matrix of the
steel. Fluctuations in the first few of scans for P675-LTT and P675-CN can be explained
by the oxide layer initially being penetrated (leading to a larger Q3 value) and the matrix
attempting to repassivate and eventually reforming an oxide layer (lowering the Q3
value), see Figure 3.10b. P675-HTT had the highest Q3 values from all steels tested
followed by P675-LTT and P675-CN. From this analysis it was determined that the bulk
matrix of P675-HTT was not able to effectively protect itself from corrosion attack.
Subsequently, this trend confirms findings for Q1 and validates the ineffectiveness of the
oxide layer and higher corrosion rate observed on P675-HTT. Similar data from P675LTT and P675-CN indicate that the bulk matrix of these two steels were able to more
effectively protect the steel compared to P675-HTT.
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The α values for each of the steels showed similar grouping (Figure 3.11). α1
values were much lower for P675-HTT than for P675-LTT and P675-CN meaning the
oxide layer of P675-LTT and P675-CN act as better capacitors and therefore provide
better corrosion resistance to the underlying steel by separating charge and blocking
current flow across the oxide layer. However, for α2 values, the ranking is reversed;
P675-HTT is much higher than P675-LTT and P675-CN. Recall that α2 represents the
unprotected matrix of the steel and thus P675-HTT behaves more like a capacitor in the
active corrosion cell of the non-protected (or penetrated oxide layer) portion of the
sample interface than that of the other steels. Simply put, P675-HTT’s oxide layer acts
less like a capacitor and does not block current flow while its underlying matrix allows
more current flow into the unprotected matrix of the steel, and yields more corrosion
damage. The matrix of P675-LTT and P675-CN behave less like a capacitor and allow
less current flow to the bulk of the material because most of the current is already
absorbed by the more effective oxide layer mentioned above.
R1 is the resistance associated with the electrolyte solution (synthetic seawater)
and was nearly identical for all three steels, as expected. R2 is an order of magnitude
higher for P675-LTT and P675-CN as compared to P675-HTT (Figure 3.12a). The R2
values are directly correlated to oxide layer performance, and the oxide layer of P675HTT was significantly less resistive than the other two surface treatments. The lower
electrical resistance across the oxide layer will lead to easier current flow and overall less
robust or protective oxide film; as is observed via current density measurements. For R3,
the charge transfer resistance in active corrosion regions, P675-HTT is an order of
magnitude lower than P675-LTT (Figure 3.12b).
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P675-HTT is tempered at a higher temperature and higher degree of chromium
depletion within the matrix is present. To recall, the microstructural analysis (see Figure
3.1) showed that the area fraction of carbides of HTT was the highest of the three surface
treatments considered, at 27%. For HTT a larger carbide size coupled with a significant
presence of carbides within the matrix makes passivation less protective in the matrix and
depassivation more likely. Moreover, in areas undergoing active dissolution, the rate is
higher due to lowered charge transfer resistance compared to the other surface treatments.
Interestingly, the microstructural features that cause lower corrosion resistance for HTT
also provide better bearing performance in non-corrosive conditions.
Corrosion Mechanism
In summary, based on the microstructural analysis, electrochemical testing, fitting
parameters, and stylus profilometry, a corrosion mechanism has been proposed to better
understand the method of attack for each type of surface treatment. Previous work by
Jiang et. al. on 30Cr15Mo1N steel show two mechanisms of corrosion attack; general
corrosion attack with a lacy cover (i.e. where the surface is covered in pits) and localized
attack (17). In our generation of steels, we see similar corrosion attack with differences in
stoichiometry and precipitate composition. In Figure 3.13 a schematic of a corrosion
mechanism is shown of the three steels tested in this study. When observing the
schematic, it is shown that the P675-HTT sample begins with a similar microstructure as
the P675-LTT except with larger carbides, encompassing a larger portion of the matrix,
and a thinner oxide layer. These larger carbides cause more depletion of chromium from
the surrounding matrix. This depletion of chromium induces a potential difference
between the phases (73) and leads to attack by chlorine ions (found in electrolyte
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solution) at the carbide boundaries due to microgalvanic coupling (17, 60, 73). Another
source of potential difference could be due to breaks in the oxide film that create sites for
pit nucleation (60, 74). Once this nucleation occurs, the surface depassivates and
corrosion easily spreads along the surface. When the oxide layer breaks, the sample
begins to have a lacy cover while the matrix is consumed due to corrosion. As the sample
continues to be attacked the corrosion propagates across the surface, while the lacy cover
diminishes, to form one shallow crater-like damage site. For P675-LTT the steel is
initially attacked in a similar fashion to P675-HTT, however once corrosion initiates, the
matrix of the P675-LTT is able to re-passivate most of its surface because of the more
homogenous chromium distribution, due to the lower degree of sensitization. Chloride
ions will still preferentially interfere with oxide layer growth of these areas but the
surface of LTT more readily passivates compared to HTT. The more protective oxide
layer is more resistant to lateral corrosion spreading and instead causes pits to grow
deeper with time. In the case of the P675-CN, the corrosion mechanism is similar P675LTT but dissolved nitrogen and nitrides on the surface from carbo-nitriding further
enhances passive film protectiveness.
Corrosion Behavior Influencing Wear
In aggressive environments, synergistic effects of tribo-corrosion reduce wear life
and lead to premature failure of the part (75). Corrosion testing in static conditions can
provide insight on expected wear performance in a corrosive environment. Compared to
lengthy wear testing, electrochemical corrosion testing is much shorter in duration;
typically on the order of hours as opposed to months.
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In aerospace applications, the steels studied are prone to failure via RCF, where
surface initiated cracks or corrosion pits lead to spalling (36, 76, 77). Ball-on-Rod RCF
testing and 40mm bearing testing have been used to characterize wear and fatigue life
performance of P675-HTT, P675-LTT, and P675-CN in laboratory non-corrosive
environment (14, 34-36). In this work, modeling of EIS data provided fitting parameters
(Figure 3.8) that were compared with long term wear behavior see Figure 3.14. Further,
the L10 wear life for P675-HTT and P675-LTT ranked similarly to previously reported
corrosion rates (20), and the Q1 parameter results obtained from this study (see Figure
3.8 and 3.14). The addition of nitrogen in the P675-CN samples led to both the longest
L10 life and highest corrosion resistance even with relatively high amount of retained
austenite and thus did not follow corrosion rate ranking (20, 35, 36). Therefore, it was
difficult to correlate electrochemical testing with wear behavior. Future work is underway
in conducting wear tests in a corrosive environment to validate findings in this study.
For P675 steels, the wear performance and corrosion resistance is controlled by
type and nature of carbide precipitation resulting from the various surface treatments
considered. The electrochemical methods presented in this study provide rapid testing
techniques that can quickly reveal differences in surface behavior with each surface
treatment. Importantly, these differences influence both wear behavior in non-corrosive
conditions and corrosion propagation-mechanism in corrosive solutions. Future work is
needed to determine the effects of corrosion resistance in corrosive-wear-conditions
(tribo-corrosion) and the influence of corrosion morphology and pit geometry on
spalling/galling by using standard ASTM G98-17 (Standard Test Method for Galling
Resistance of Materials). Also corrosive wear testing must be conducted in order to
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effectively connect the findings of rapid electrochemical testing techniques with long
term wear testing.
Conclusions
Based on microstructural analysis, electrochemical testing, and post-testing
surface observations, corrosion aspects of wear life for the three different heat treatments
were studied and compared to wear data. For wear applications in corrosive conditions,
the performance of aerospace bearing steels is linked with corrosion resistance. In harsh
environments, optimized wear lifetime may be achieved from surface treatments that
maximize corrosion resistance relative to wear and fatigue resistance. Wear performance
implications of each type of surface treatment as applied to MSS in corrosive
environments can be more thoroughly investigated using the accelerated methods
presented herein.
1. P675-HTT process yields a microstructure that has the largest carbide size
and area fraction of carbides within the case region; likely developing a
thinner, less effective oxide layer that led to the lowest corrosion
resistance from the steels tested, and shortest L10 life for a non-corrosive
environment.
2. The lower tempering temperature of P675-LTT caused less sensitization
than P675-HTT and a more homogenous distribution of chromium within
the matrix; thereby increasing corrosion resistance but decreasing wear
performance in a non-corrosive environment.
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3. The addition of nitrogen to P675-CN yielded the smallest carbide size and
ultimately superior corrosion resistance amongst the steels tested as well
as the longest L10 life in non-corrosive wear testing.
4. A mechanism of corrosion attack was proposed for each of the bearing
steels studied where the P675-HTT undergoes more-general corrosion
attack while P675-LTT and P675-CN experience more-localized pitting
corrosion.
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Figures

Figure 3.1
Backscatter electron micrographs (BEM) of the samples’ cross section
with illustrated box representing area where carbide size analysis was performed.
Bottom row are BEM’s of the surface of each sample to show that the matrix
corresponds to similar carbide structure found on the surface. Table below images
indicated average carbide area and area fraction for each of the steels obtained from
three replicate steels and three separate locations on each sample
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2
(a) Anodic Polarization (AP) scans of untreated P675 core and outer
surface of P675-HTT, P675-LTT, and P675-CN to illustrate the passive nature of the
core versus the active corrosion behavior of the surface. (b) Illustration of a steel
cylinder sample indicating test areas for scans conducted for previous graph.
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Figure 3.3
Graph of averaged corrosion rate of each steel obtained by Tafel fitting
of AP scans. Reference corrosion rates for M50 NiL (purple) and Cronidur 30
(orange) are shown as a reference to current bearing steels in service.
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Figure 3.4
Open Circuit Potential (OCP) values obtained during EIS testing of
P675-HTT (black), P675-LTT (red), and P675-CN (blue) averaged from 5 replicate
scans of each steel where P675-HTT has a lower OCP than P675-LTT and P675-CN,
indicating a lower corrosion potential.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5
Representative Nyquist Impedance (a) and Bode Impedance (b) plot for
final cycle of testing for each steel (~54 hours in solution). Nyquist plot includes an
inset plot highlighting the differences in high frequency behavior for each sample to
show how samples behave during the first scan.

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.6
(1/Rp*) as a function of time-indicating corrosion rate for P675-HTT,
P675-LTT, and P675-CN (a). Photograph of representative samples post
electrochemical testing (b) P675-HTT, (c) P675-LTT, and (d) P675-CN showing
different corrosion morphology for each steel.
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Figure 3.7
(a) SEM micrographs of electrochemically tested surfaces for P675HTT, P675-LTT, and P675-CN showing differences in corrosion morphology. (b) 3Dimensional stylus profilometry (SP) to highlight depth and height of corrosion
attack of testing area for each sample. (c) SEM micrographs of carbides on the edge
of the corroded areas for each steel as indicated by the red box on the SP image
preceding it. This zoomed in micrograph illustrates how carbides are affected in each
of the steels and how corrosion affects the surrounding matrix.
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Figure 3.8
(a) Modified Randles circuit model used to fit the EIS data. Table of
averaged values of fitting parameters obtained by fitting the equivalent circuit to 25
individual EIS scans/cycles, obtained over a period of ~54 hours of testing.
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Figure 3.9
Representative EIS 3-D Nyquist and Bode impedance plots as a
function of time with fitted data obtained by modeling via the equivalent circuit for
P675-HTT (a,b), P675-LTT (c,d), and P675-CN (e,f) highlighting the difference in
impedance behavior for each of the steels and overall good quality of the fit.
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Figure 3.10 Averaged fitting parameters for P675-HTT, P675-LTT, and P675-CN
as a function of time cycles (scans) for Q1(a) and Q3 (b) using the modified Randles
equivalent circuit.Q1 represents the oxide layer and Q3 represents the overall matrix
of the steel.

Figure 3.11 Averaged fitting parameters for P675-HTT, P675-LTT, and P675-CN
as a function of time cycles (scans) for α1(a) and α3 (b) using the modified Randles
equivalent circuit where α=1 is a pure capacitor and α=0 is a pure resistor. α1
represents the oxide layer of each steel and α2 represents the matrix of each steel.
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Figure 3.12 Averaged fitting parameters for P675-HTT, P675-LTT, and P675-CN
as a function of time cycles (scans) for R2 (a) and R3 (b) using the modified Randles
equivalent circuit. R2 represents the resistance of the oxide layer of each steel and R3
represents the resistance of the matrix of each steel.

Figure 3.13

Cross-sectional schematic models highlighting differences in corrosion
and degradation mechanism for the steels tested.
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Figure 3.14

Bearing life (L10) and fitting parameter Q1 extracted from
electrochemical testing (Figure 4.8).
Tables

Table 3.1

Nominal composition (wt%).

Steel

C

Mn

Cr

Mo

Si

Ni

S

V

Co

UNS 42670/
AMS 5930B
(Pyrowear 675)

0.05-0.09

0.50-1.00

12.00-14.00

1.50-2.50

0.10-0.70

2.00-3.00

0.010

0.40-0.80

4.00-7.00
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Table 3.2
Probability of localized or general corrosion behavior for P675-HTT,
P675-LTT, and P675-CN as determined via visual observation post electrochemical
testing. Probabilities presented in the table were calculated using Equation 1 where
n is the number of samples subject to the respective form of corrosion and N is the
total number of electrochemical tests.
Steel

Corrosion attack behavior
Localized
General

P675-HTT

0.08

0.92

P675-LTT

0.90

0.30

P675-CN

0.90

0.20
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CHAPTER FOUR: MICROGALVANIC CORROSION BEHAVIOR OF CU-AG
ACTIVE BRAZE ALLOYS INVESTIGATED WITH SKPFM
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Abstract
The nature of microgalvanic couple driven corrosion of brazed joints was
investigated. 316L stainless steel samples were joined using Cu-Ag-Ti and Cu-Ag-In-Ti
braze alloys. Phase and elemental composition across each braze and parent metal
interface was characterized and scanning Kelvin probe force microscopy (SKPFM) was
used to map the Volta potential differences. Co-localization of SKPFM with energy
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) measurements enabled spatially resolved correlation of
potential differences with composition and subsequent galvanic corrosion behavior.
Following exposure to the aggressive solution, corrosion damage morphology was
characterized to determine the mode of attack and likely initiation areas. When exposed
to 0.6 M NaCl, corrosion occurred at the braze‐316L interface preceded by preferential
dissolution of the Cu-rich phase within the braze alloy. Braze corrosion was driven by
galvanic couples between the braze alloys and stainless steel as well as between different
phases within the braze microstructure. Microgalvanic corrosion between phases of the
braze alloys was investigated via SKPFM to determine how corrosion of the brazed joints
developed.
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Introduction
Failure, whether chemical or mechanical in nature, often occurs where dissimilar
materials are joined together. Common joining techniques range from mechanical
fastening (e.g., bolt or rivet) to solid state joining (e.g., diffusion bonding). Brazing is an
alternative joining technique in which a filler material is heated so as to form
metallurgical bonds with the surfaces of the parts (parent materials) being joined. Brazing
is a relatively low temperature process wherein the filler (braze material) is heated to a
temperature above its melting point but below that of the parent materials. Joints formed
by brazing can achieve very tight tolerances and offer desirable mechanical properties,
similar to diffusion bonded materials, but have the advantage of being easily
disassembled [1].
Many different braze alloys are available—designed for specific applications. A
braze that performs well mechanically may have limited utility based on environmental
compatibility. For example, silver-based braze alloys typically have a lower corrosion
rate in an industrial atmosphere than in a marine environment [2]. When used in settings
where contact with certain types of fuel may occur, silver-based brazes have poor
corrosion resistance that can ultimately lead to failure [3]. The effect of brazing on the
corrosion behavior of the resultant parts (including parent materials) has not been widely
investigated. Through gaining a better understanding of this vital relationship between
brazing and its influence on corrosion behavior, it may be possible to optimize processing
parameters and develop more effective brazes. Thus, it is important to understand the
mechanism(s) that control the corrosion development at and near joints. Consequently,
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the impact of brazing on the corrosion behavior of the overall system is investigated in
this work.
Background
The Cu-Ag based systems investigated in this study were chosen because of their
ease of application, commercial availability, and favorable compatibility with common
engineering metals and technical ceramics. Good materials compatibility is due in part to
effective wetting. Wetting, the ability of a liquid to maintain contact with a solid surface,
is an important factor in the overall effectiveness of a braze [4]. The wetting parameter,
or wettability, is the geometric complement of the contact angle, and thus is inversely
related to the contact angle [5]. During brazing, good compatibility is achieved when the
braze alloy wets the target material well. This ensures excellent surface coverage and any
diffusion that occurs does not result in poor mechanical behavior. To promote wetting
and joint compliance, reactive elements are added to brazing alloys [1]. The resultant
brazing alloys are known as active brazing alloys (ABA). Titanium is often added to
silver based braze alloys in order to enhance their ability to wet the parent material(s)
being joined, which is vital when joining dissimilar materials, including ceramics [1]. In
addition, an increased amount of titanium in brazes has been found to yield thicker joints
[6]. In this study, commercially available Cu-Ag-Ti and Cu-Ag-In-Ti braze alloys were
obtained and used to join 316L stainless steel samples. It should be noted that oxide
layers on stainless steel, including 316L, can act as a barrier to wetting, resulting in lower
degrees of wettability for the braze [7]. The indium additions (~12%) present in the CuAg-In-Ti braze lower the metal surface tension [8]. Additionally, indium additions in a
titanium-containing braze alloy increase activity of titanium and wettability [8,9].
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In any joining technique, the joint must preserve mechanical integrity and environmental
compatibility. Heat input and the introduction of dissimilar materials may provide
initiation spots for pitting corrosion at microstructural heterogeneities, galvanic attack at
the metal/braze interface, or dealloying within the braze material. Initially, corrosion
within the braze alloy may cause loss of joint integrity and sustained braze corrosion may
create an aggressive local chemical environment that can lead to depassivation of the
parent material. Relatively low temperature brazing alloys typically rely on noble metals
to provide good wetting behavior, adhesion, and joint compatibility. However, these
alloys generally provide a thermodynamic driving force for galvanic corrosion when
joined with the parent metal and are exposed to conditions that support active corrosion.
Galvanic corrosion as the mechanism of failure for silver based brazes coupled to
stainless steels was first proposed by Takemoto et al. [10].
Current research on the effect of brazing has mainly focused on compatibility and
resultant mechanical behavior [11–14]. However, once a candidate braze has been
identified, the reliability and resistance to environmental attack must be addressed to
determine long-term viability. With the exception of a few isolated studies [15–18], the
effect of brazing on corrosion behavior has received little attention in the open literature
[18]. Because of the multicomponent aspect of brazes, a multiphase microstructure is
usually seen post brazing where the two parent materials are joined [18]. This is mainly
due to precipitation of stable or meta-stable phases during the brazing cycle [16]. Once
these phases are present, they would be expected to have different electrochemical
behavior based on composition. The local potential difference between dissimilar regions
in the microstructure will influence corrosion behavior, and is known as microgalvanic
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corrosion. The term microgalvanic corrosion describes a galvanic corrosion cell
occurring on a sub-grain scale. Regions of varying composition result in potential
differences amongst the individual phases in the braze, and tend to increase the corrosion
rate of the less noble phases [16]. The concept of microgalvanic corrosion is important to
joint reliability, as manipulations of the filler metal in the braze can dramatically
influence the overall corrosion behavior of a braze [19].
Confirmation of a microgalvanic corrosion mechanism requires accurate
characterization of the surface of the materials, both in terms of composition and
electrochemical potential. Scanning Kelvin probe force microscopy (SKPFM) has been
shown to be an effective technique to characterize expected electrochemical behavior of
surface inhomogeneities within a metal alloy’s microstructure [20]. A Kelvin probe
measures the work function difference (Volta potential) between the surface of a sample
and the probe itself. Correlation between the Volta potential difference (VPD) obtained
via SKPFM and electrode solution potentials, and hence the likely development of
galvanic couples during active corrosion conditions has previously been established [21].
However, this relationship should be approached with some caution for unconfirmed
systems. SKPFM is a surface technique and sensitive to the formation of surface reaction
products such as oxide layers that may influence the measurement, and thus may not
always directly correlate with solution potential. However, by using an atomic force
microscope (AFM) with surface potential feedback and nullification, SKPFM is able to
map Volta potential differences on a surface with extremely fine (sub-micron) resolution.
Compared to other local techniques, SKPFM currently provides the highest achievable
spatial resolution for studying corrosion initiation driven by microstructure
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inhomogeneities. This paper utilized SKPFM to analyze and characterize the VPD
between the different metallic/intermetallic phases present within the brazes studied. This
method was used to investigate and explain corrosion initiation and propagation driven
by galvanic corrosion arising from compositional differences within brazing alloys used
to join 316L stainless steel.
Materials and Methods
Materials and Joining Procedure
Commercial 316L stainless steel sheet with a thickness of 3 mm was water-jet cut
into disk shaped samples of various sizes to be brazed. The braze alloys used were CuAg-Ti-ABA with a thickness of approximately 50 μm and Cu-Ag-In-Ti-ABA with a
thickness of 55 μm. Compositions of all materials are listed in Table 4.1. Stainless steel
disks were polished to a 1 μm finish with SiC polishing pads. The as-received Cu-Ag-Ti
and Cu-Ag-In-Ti foils were lightly polished to an 800 grit finish and cut to sizes just
smaller than the stainless steel disks. After polishing, all samples were ultrasonically
cleaned in ethanol for 15 min, washed in deionized water, and dried using compressed
air.
Two geometrical configurations were used during brazing: sandwich (stainless
steel/braze foil/stainless steel) and coated (braze foil on stainless steel disk). Prior to
firing, the cleaned and polished samples were placed in an alumina boat wrapped in
niobium foil and inserted into the furnace hot zone. The system was then purged with
ultra-high purity argon gas (UHP Ar, 99.999%, Norco, Boise, ID, USA) for 20 min
before continuously flowing with oxygen gettered UHP Ar. Stainless steel joining with
Cu-Ag-Ti was achieved through the following thermal cycle suggested by the supplier:
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ramp to 700 °C (80 °C below the solidus temperature of Cu-Ag-Ti) at 5 °C/min and hold
for 20 min before ramping to 830 °C (15 °C above the liquidus temperature of Cu-Ag-Ti
braze alloy) at a rate of 5 °C/min and held there for 15 min. The furnace was then cooled
to room temperature at a rate of 5 °C/min. To create Cu-Ag-In-Ti joints, the furnace was
ramped from room temperature to a temperature of 500 °C (130 °C below the solidus
temperature of Cu-Ag-In-Ti) at a rate of 5 °C/min and held for 20 min, followed by a
ramp to 730 °C (15 °C above the liquidus temperature of Cu-Ag-In-Ti) at a rate of 5
°C/min and held for 15 min, then cooled at a rate of 5 °C/min to room temperature, again
as per the supplier recommendation.
Scanning Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (SKPFM) of Brazed Regions
For SKPFM, brazed samples were cross sectioned, cold mounted in epoxy, and
polished with progressively finer grit silicon carbide pads and diamond slurries starting
with 400 grit and ending with a 1 μm diamond slurry. Next, the samples were cleaned
ultrasonically in a bath of non-denatured (200 proof) High Performance Liquid
Chromatography (HPLC)/spectrophotometric grade ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO, USA). The final polishing step employed a VibroMet 2 vibratory polisher (Buehler,
Lake Bluff, IL, USA) in which samples were polished for 1 h using a 12” Mastertex PSA
pad (Buehler) covered with a 0.50 μm diamond slurry (MasterPrep Polishing Solution,
Buehler). The polished samples were then rinsed with ethanol and blown dry with
compressed air. Prior to imaging, an electrical connection between the sample surface
and the AFM stage was established using colloidal silver paint and verified with a
voltmeter. Imaging was conducted using a Bruker Dimension Icon AFM operating in
frequency modulation Peak Force KPFM (FM PF-KPFM) mode with a PFQNE-AL
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probe (Bruker, Santa Barbara, CA, USA). PF-KPFM is a dual-pass method wherein the
first pass acquires topography via Peak Force tapping (i.e., rapid force curves). The
second pass is then used to measure the tip-sample surface potential difference at a userdetermined fixed lift height above the sample surface. The SKPFM technique and
important experimental considerations have been described in greater detail previously
[22], but lift heights of ~100 nm and a frequency modulation based detection scheme
were employed. To enhance signal to noise and minimize the effects of residual sample
roughness on the surface potential image, a slow scan rate was used (~0.05–0.1 Hz).
Because SKPFM measures the difference in work function between the AFM probe and
the sample surface (i.e., the relative rather than absolute surface potential), potentials of
the different phases are reported relative to each other. Absolute potentials can be
determined; e.g., using an inert gold standard as a reference material.
Braze Phase Composition
A Scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Hitachi S-3400N-II, Hitachi, Tokyo,
Japan) equipped with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) capabilities was used to
image and analyze the mounted braze joint cross-sections for both Cu-Ag-Ti and Cu-AgIn-Ti alloys after SKPFM characterization. Performing SEM after SKPFM was to avoid
effects of electron beam irradiation on the surface potential measured. The cross section
of each braze alloy was imaged in both secondary electron mode and backscatter electron
mode. Subsequently, elemental mapping was performed on the cross sections of each
sample, along with multi-point analysis at selected locations.
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Corrosion Testing
To assess corrosion behavior electrochemical and exposure testing in 0.6 M NaCl
solution at room temperature (22–24 °C) was conducted. Potentiodynamic testing was
performed on both the braze alloys and stainless steel samples separately following
thermal treatment using the prescribed brazing furnace profile. The braze alloy samples
were prepared by applying multiple coatings of either the foil or paste braze compound to
one face of a stainless steel coupon. Multiple braze coatings ensured that only the braze
material was exposed to solution when tested, with no impact from the underlying
stainless steel possibly present at the pinholes that may occur with a single coating. A
conventional 3-electrode cell with a Pt mesh counter electrode and a saturated calomel
(SCE) reference electrode was used for potentiostat controlled polarization
measurements.
Results
Brazed Stainless Steel Joint Characterization
Metallographic samples of the post-braze joint cross-section were examined via
SEM in order to characterize the resulting joint (Figure 4.1). The joints formed a clean,
tight, hermetic seal with the parent 316L samples. Both brazes were approximately 50 μm
in width and displayed distinctive eutectic type phases in the braze region following the
prescribed thermal cycles.
EDS line scans are presented in Figure 4.2 (Cu-Ag-Ti) and Figure 4.3 (Cu-Ag-InTi) below. The Cu-Ag-Ti braze had a Ag-rich matrix with numerous distributed regions,
generally ~1–10 μm across, of a precipitated Cu-rich phase. Generally, the EDS results
did not indicate noticeable diffusion of the braze filler materials into the stainless steel.
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However, in a few areas the EDS scans indicated some transport of the braze alloy
elements into the stainless steel, resulting in a Ti and Ag-containing region adjacent to
the braze for the Cu-Ag-Ti braze sample. It was also observed that that the bulk of the
titanium in the braze segregated to one side of the braze/stainless steel interface (Figure
4.2). The Cu-Ag-In-Ti braze phase structure consisted of an Ag-In-rich matrix phase with
numerous regions of a precipitated Cu-rich phase. Ti was also found to be present in
some of the Cu-rich regions.
Phase separation within the braze regions was further characterized via optical
microscopy to aid with identification of the various phases present when initiating
SKPFM scans. Optical images obtained of the Cu-Ag-Ti and Cu-Ag-In-Ti braze areas
showed clear variation of phase composition within the braze, with uniform 316L
stainless steel on either side (Figure 4.4). The identical sample regions seen in Figure 4.4
were also characterized and discussed later in this paper.
In order to obtain semi-quantitative compositions of the phases, EDS multi point
scans were acquired for both Cu-Ag-Ti and Cu-Ag-In-Ti samples. Multiple spectra were
taken at representative points within the individual phase regions of each sample. The
average composition values in atomic percent obtained for each phase present are listed
in the tables adjacent to the respective images (see Figure 4.4). The Cu-Ag-Ti sample had
a standard deviation below 3, whilst the Cu-Ag-In-Ti had a standard deviation below 5.
For the Cu-Ag-Ti braze alloy, two primary phases, composed primarily of either copper
or silver, dominate the microstructure of the braze in agreement with previous findings
[8]. This bead-like microstructure develops with overall low solubility of titanium within
the Cu-Ag-Ti braze. Titanium was not detected in the eutectic phases, but was instead
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found along the interface between the braze and parent stainless steel metal [8].
Additionally, some titanium diffused into the neighboring stainless steel. This was also
observed in previous research, and is attributed to the lack of both titanium solubility
within the braze and miscibility within the adjacent stainless steel, leading to nearcomplete segregation [8,23]. In contrast, three distinct phases were observed in the CuAg-In-Ti brazed joint. Also, segregation of the titanium to the interface was suppressed.
Ti content varied in and near regions where a distinct Cu-Ti phase was observed (Figure
4.4b) and suggested incomplete phase transformation. The Cu-Ti rich phase present was
likely the Cu4Ti intermetallic phase [23,24].
Corrosion Behavior of Brazed Joints
Electrochemical Testing of Braze Materials
Representative polarization curves from Cu-Ag-Ti (blue trace) and Cu-Ag-In-Ti (green
trace) braze alloys are presented in Figure 4.5. Polarization data obtained from a bare
316L coupon (red trace) is also included in Figure 4.5 for comparison. The two different
braze alloys displayed nearly identical polarization behavior. The braze alloys exhibited
normal Tafel behavior indicative of activation polarization control with an corrosion rate,
icorr (at open circuit) of approximately 1 × 10−5 Amps/cm2, approximately two orders of
magnitude greater than the icorr of passive 316L. Moreover, the Ecorr (corrosion potential)
of the braze alloys was approximately 50 mV less than that of 316L, −0.16 V vs. SCE.
To determine any effect the thermal braze cycle might have on the inherent
corrosion behavior of 316L, polarization curves were conducted on bare 316L samples
that had been fired according to the braze cycle mentioned in the experimental section.
When compared to the unfired stainless steel, the fired stainless steel sample displayed a
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much smaller passive region with pitting occurring at approximately 0.05 V vs. SCE
(Figure 4.6). The pitting potential, or potential at which pitting corrosion occurs, was
seen when a sharp increase in current occurred upon increasing potential. The pitting
potential of the fired sample was significantly lower than the unfired 316L sample, likely
due to grain boundary sensitization [25]. The effect on localized corrosion behavior could
be expected since the sample was held in the sensitization range for approximately 35
min. Optical microscopy of the pitted surface (not shown here) revealed grain boundary
attack had occurred at areas adjacent to pits on the fired sample. In contrast, pits on the
unfired sample did not show evidence of preferential grain boundary attack near the pit
openings, confirming some degree of sensitization on the 316L sample as a result of the
thermal braze cycle.
Exposure Testing at Open Circuit Potential
Exposure testing was conducted to observe macroscopic corrosion propagation
behavior of the braze alloy and stainless steel at the free corrosion potential under natural,
galvanic coupling conditions. Circular braze foil coupons were fabricated such that the
foil occupied approximately 80% of the exposed surface area of the polished face of the
316L disk. Following firing, the coated samples and an untreated 316L control sample
were immersed in 0.6 M NaCl solution and the samples were observed periodically to
monitor corrosion progression, as shown in Figure 4.7.
The 316L control sample (not shown) did not display evidence of depassivation or
production of any significant corrosion products for the duration of testing (166 days, or
~24 weeks). However, after only 22 days of immersion both of the braze foil coated
samples showed evidence of macroscale corrosion damage (Figure 4.7). Visual
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observation revealed that corrosion was limited to the braze foil surface, while the
remaining uncoated area of the 316L sample appeared unaffected. While the extent of the
corrosion damage was not quantified, the presence of blue-green corrosion reaction
products covering both the Cu-Ag-Ti and Cu-Ag-In-Ti foil surfaces suggested
preferential corrosion of the Cu-rich phase present in each braze alloy [14]. Moreover,
both samples also exhibited regions of dark red corrosion products deposited within the
foil-coated region toward the end of the test duration. It is suspected these corrosion
products were iron oxide-hydroxides generated from the underlying stainless steel which
had become exposed following corrosion perforation of the braze foil coating.
SKPFM Measurements
SKPFM was used to measure Volta potential differences (VPD) among the
various phases present on the surface of the brazed region of the stainless steel joint.
SKPFM measurements were obtained prior to SEM/EDS characterization of the same
regions on both braze alloy joints to avoid any effect of electron irradiation on surface
potential measurements [22,26,27]. Potential maps acquired from SKPFM coupled with
composition maps obtained from SEM/EDS clearly showed that the observed variations
in potential correlated with changes in composition within the braze regions (Figures 4.8
and 4.9).
From the SKPFM VPD data, there is a clear difference in potential values
between the two primary phases for the Cu-Ag-Ti braze sample, with the Ag-rich phase
as the brighter or more noble area, and the Cu-rich phase darker (more active potential).
The Volta potential observed for the stainless steel outside the braze region was more
negative than either of the braze phases (Figure 4.8b). These differences are expected
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based solely on composition, and the difference promotes dissimilar metal, galvanic
couple driven corrosion within the braze alloy. Similar results were obtained on the CuAg-In-Ti sample, with the most noble phase being the Ag-rich phase. The most active
braze phase is the Cu-Ti rich phase, while the Volta potential of the Cu-rich phase falls in
between the two. The surrounding stainless steel was similar to the Ti-Cu rich phase
(Figure 4.9).
Discussion
Research on braze reliability has largely focused on evaluating mechanical
integrity of the joint [11–14]. Accordingly, corrosion behavior of brazes has received
little attention in the open literature. The limited studies available focusing on stainless
steel have considered different Ag-based braze compositions than studied here, but the
systems behaved similarly and it was proposed that galvanic cells developed at the brazestainless steel interface promoting corrosion driven by the electrically connected
dissimilar metals [10,15–18,28]. However, in these studies, local galvanic couple
corrosion was only postulated from bulk corrosion observations, it was not directly
confirmed as in the present work with SKPFM. Other studies observed that partitioning
of more noble alloying elements (preferred cathode sites) within the braze alloy occurred,
causing depletion in the surrounding matrix and likely lead to preferential corrosion in
those regions. In the systems investigated herein, similar corrosion behavior was
confirmed [15–17]. Visual observation of corrosion propagation on braze alloy-stainless
steel couples (Figure 4.7) showed that active corrosion rapidly initiated on the braze alloy
first, with the surrounding uncoated stainless steel unaffected. The polarization curves
presented in Figure 4.5 also suggest that the more anodic braze alloy will be
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preferentially attacked at an increased corrosion rate when galvanically connected to the
more noble stainless steel cathode. Stainless steel had an open circuit potential (OCP)
approximately 50 mV more noble that either of the braze alloys alone. On a macroscale,
the stainless steel acts as cathode when galvanically coupled to the more anodic braze
alloys, driving preferential corrosion of the braze alloy. This galvanic couple situation is
particularly detrimental for joint integrity because of the typically large cathode (stainless
steel) to anode (braze alloy) area ratio. At free corrosion conditions the anodic reaction
occurring on the braze alloy is polarized towards the stainless steel, further accelerating
the anodic reaction rate of the braze alloy. Because of the large cathode to anode area
ratio there is ample cathode area available to support the increased dissolution rate of the
braze, leading to eventual loss of joint integrity.
Following initiation, during corrosion propagation, the stainless steel also
becomes susceptible to corrosion degradation near the braze interface, which is a further
detriment to joint integrity. Corrosion attack on a 316L coupon with a foil braze coating
on the surface showed that the copper phase was preferentially attacked, and the presence
of the braze alloy served as a crevice former under which localized corrosion was able to
propagate into the stainless steel (Figure 4.10). In Figure 4.10, the samples were exposed
for 7 days to 0.6 M NaCl at OCP followed by a potentiodynamic scan from open circuit
to 0.5 V vs. SCE, prior to cleaning and cross sectioning. The left image (Figure 4.10) was
obtained from a cross section that bisected a corrosion pit which grew and propagated
underneath the braze alloy coating. Eventual corrosion attack of the stainless steel in a
brazed sample was also observed during free corrosion conditions when immersed in 0.6
M NaCl solution. As seen in Figure 4.7, the generation of voluminous dark red corrosion
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products indicated that braze alloy corrosion likely generated a sufficiently aggressive
local chemical environment to depassivate the underlying stainless steel. While the
uncoated regions of the stainless steel coupon did not display evidence of corrosion
damage, it is evident that the galvanically driven braze alloy corrosion led to subsequent
corrosion attack of the joined stainless steel at the interface for both braze alloys
considered.
For the Cu-Ag-Ti braze alloy, corrosion caused by segregation of Ti to the brazestainless steel interface (Figure 4.8) could also promote loss of joint coherency. The
image on the right in Figure 4.10 shows preferential corrosion attack on the Cu-rich
phase of the braze alloy and an area of corrosion damage along the 316L and Cu-Ag-Ti
coating interface. The behavior of Ti was similar to that observed in literature [2] and can
be attributed to the strong interfacial reactions between the Cu and Ti found in the braze
[5]. The addition of In in the Cu-Ag-In-Ti samples did not support Ti segregation to the
joint interface, and hence would be expected to be beneficial to joint integrity.
In addition to the macroscale galvanic couple between braze alloys and stainless
steel, both braze alloys formed multiple distinct phases following thermal treatment,
resulting in microgalvanic cells between phases during active corrosion conditions. Open
circuit potentials obtained from potentiodynamic polarization testing of both braze alloys
were intermediate to those listed in the galvanic series for seawater for pure copper and
pure silver [15,29]. Based on the galvanic series, the measured OCP of the bulk two
phase (copper-rich and silver-rich) braze structure is in agreement with what would be
expected from mixed potential theory. Within the braze alloy the expected electrode
potential difference implies that when corrosion occurs, the Cu-rich phase of the braze
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alloy will be anodic to the more noble Ag-rich phase and suffer from preferential
microgalvanic attack, even in the absence of a stainless steel couple.
The nature of microgalvanic corrosion within the braze alloys was further
investigated with SKPFM. The goal of using SKPFM was to measure Volta potential
differences between phases within the microstructure to determine relative nobility of the
individual phases. Schmutz and Frankel, along with Leblanc, have established a direct
correlation between Volta potentials measured in air and respective solution potentials of
metals [26,27,30]. Importantly, the VPD observed was an effective indicator of how
corrosion developed due to microstructural features. Subsequent to these findings, several
research groups [31–39] have been able to verify that SKPFM is both reliable and
effective in characterizing various alloy systems to accurately explain corrosion initiation
behavior.
Galvanic corrosion on the microscale strongly influenced corrosion within the
braze alloys. As determined via SKPFM, within the Cu-Ag-Ti braze, the Ag-rich phase
was the most noble, followed by the Cu-rich phase, and finally stainless steel had the
lowest overall potential (see Figure 4.11a, Table 4.3). For the Cu-Ag-In-Ti braze, the Agrich phase is the most noble, followed by the Cu-rich phase, then the Ti-Cu rich phase, as
in Figure 4.12a,b and Table 4.4. The approximate average Volta potentials differences
between phases in both braze alloys are presented in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 with
corresponding images of the SKPFM images of the brazes in Figures 4.11 and 4.12,
respectively. The SKPFM data presented in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 are from identical
areas characterized with SEM/EDS (Figures 4.8 and 4.9). The co-localization of SKPFM
and SEM/EDS techniques at the identical area provides direct evidence of the influence
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of local composition on Volta potential. Hence, in addition to the galvanic couple
between the braze and stainless steel, variations in composition between phases provided
the basis for microgalvanic corrosion within the braze alloys studied.
Interestingly, SKPFM results showed the stainless steel surface had an average
Volta potential that was less noble than any of the braze phases measured (Figures 4.11
and 4.12). This is contrary to the known and observed corrosion behavior, in that
corrosion preferentially occurs within the braze alloy, with the coupled stainless steel
acting as a cathode in the galvanic couple (Figures 4.5 and 4.7). This finding is important
because it highlights an instance where caution must be exercised when inferring
electrochemical behavior from Volta potential measurements. In the case of stainless
steel, the presence of a protective passive oxide layer makes it an ineffective anode, and
the resulting solution potential is more noble than the braze material. Hence, it is essential
to verify expected relative nobility obtained from SKPFM measurements with the
observed corrosion and electrochemical behavior in solution, as done here.
Conclusions
The composition, phase separation, surface potential differences, and corrosion
behavior of Cu-Ag braze alloys (Cu-Ag-Ti and Cu-Ag-In-Ti) and the joined material
(316L) were investigated and correlated. SKPFM measurements provided new insight to
the origins of microgalvanic corrosion within the brazed region and confirmed the
manner that corrosion develops, which previously had only been postulated to explain
bulk corrosion observations of brazed joints. Significant findings include:
(1) Co-localized SKPFM and SEM/EDS provided evidence of phase separation
within the braze regions that resulted in surface potential differences. Moreover, the
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measured surface potentials correlated with the observed microgalvanic corrosion
behavior, thereby highlighting the utility of combining these methods for the future study,
prediction, and prevention of microgalvanic corrosion.
(2) Microgalvanic cells were confirmed via SKPFM VPD values. The two phases
present in the Cu-Ag-Ti braze alloy samples differed by ~60 mV in surface potential,
while the Cu-Ag-In-Ti samples exhibited a range in surface potential differences up to
~250 mV across three phases.
(3) Electrochemical testing on the individual materials was used to verify
expected galvanic behavior. Stainless steel exhibited passive behavior and had an OCP
that was noble to either of the braze alloys, which exhibited active corrosion behavior and
icorr approximately two orders of magnitude larger than stainless steel. The role of
stainless steel in the direction of the galvanic couple was in conflict with that expected
from SKPFM measurements and provided an exceptional case where SKPFM Volta
potential did not correlate with solution potential.
(4) Exposure testing of stainless steel samples coated with each braze alloy were
conducted at OCP in 0.6 M NaCl. It was found the braze alloy undergoes active corrosion
that induces accelerated attack on the underlying 316L material. Additionally, it was seen
that the Cu-rich phase of the braze alloy underwent preferential attack compared to the
Ag-rich phase and corrosion propagation in the braze alloy was aggressive enough to
depassivate the adjacent 316L stainless steel.
(5) The thermal brazing cycle caused sensitization of the 316L parent material and
resulted in grain boundary attack and a pitting potential that was approximately 200 mV
more negative than the unfired 316L.
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Figures

(b)
(a)
Figure 4.1
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of cross sections of the
resultant braze joint between two stainless steel 316L samples joined using: Cu-AgTi (a) and Cu-Ag-In-Ti (b) braze alloys.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.2
(a) SEM micrograph and corresponding (b) energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) line scan results from the cross section of a 316L stainless
steel/Cu-Ag-Ti brazed joint.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.3

(a) SEM micrograph and corresponding (b) EDS line scan of a cross
section of a 316L stainless steel/Cu-Ag-In-Ti brazed joint.
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Figure 4.4
Optical image of a Cu-Ag-Ti braze (a) and Cu-Ag-In-Ti braze (b) with
labeled markers indicating the microconstituent phases present. Tables to the right
of each image present average atomic % for each phase in (a) and (b), respectively,
calculated from EDS data.
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Figure 4.5
Potentiodynamic polarization scans conducted on brazes (blue and
green traces) and a 316L stainless steel sample (red trace) in 0.6 M NaCl. The scan
rate for all testing was 0.166 mV/s.
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Figure 4.6
Potentiodynamic polarization scans conducted on 316L stainless steel
subjected to a thermal brazing cycle (blue curve) compared to unfired 316L (red
curve). Testing was conducted in 0.6 M NaCl with a scan rate 0.166 mV/s.

Figure 4.7
Time lapse photographs of corrosion propagation during long term
exposure testing in 0.6 M NaCl. Cu-Ag-Ti (top) and Cu-Ag-In-Ti (bottom) braze alloy
foil disks were used to coat ~80% of the exposed face area on 316L stainless steel
samples. The stainless steel disk diameter was 16 mm for both samples.
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Figure 4.8
Secondary electron SEM image of Cu-Ag-Ti sample (a) followed by
corresponding Scanning Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (SKPFM) surface potential
image (b). EDS elemental maps of the identical region for: Titanium (c); Copper (d);
and Silver (e) are shown.
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Figure 4.9
Secondary electron SEM image of Cu-Ag-In-Ti sample with the red box
indicating where SKPFM was performed (a). SKPFM surface potential image (b) and
EDS elemental maps of the identical region for: Copper (c); Silver (d); Indium (e);
and Titanium (f) are shown.

Figure 4.10 Cross sectioned 316L stainless steel sample with a Cu-Ag-Ti braze alloy
coating following exposure for seven days in 0.6 M NaCl followed by a
potentiodynamic scan.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.11 (a) Three dimensional (3-D) SKPFM Volta potential image of Cu-AgTi sample with a box indicating area of zoom seen in (b). The red arrow in (b)
indicates location of data presented in graph (c) of potential values as a function of
distance.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 4.12 (a) 3-D SKPFM potential image of Cu-Ag-In-Ti sample with a box
indicating area of zoom seen in (b). The red and blue arrows in (b) indicate the
locations of data presented in graphs (c) and (d). Potential values as a function of
distance with indicating arrow: (c) Blue arrow (Ag-rich phase to Ti-Cu-rich phase);
and (d) Red arrow (Ag-rich phase to Cu-rich phase).

Tables
Table 4.1

Compositions in atomic percent of the braze alloys
Material
Cu-Ag-Ti
Cu-Ag-In-Ti

Table 4.2
Material
316L

Ag
Cu
Ti
63.1 35.1 1.8
59.00 27.25 1.25

In
–
12.5

Compositions in atomic percent of joining material
C
0.0002

P
0.00036

Ni
0.101

Cr
0.1663

Mn
0.0168

Mo
0.0203

N
0.00066

Si
0.00485

S
0.00026

Fe
Balance
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Table 4.3
Relative Volta potential difference (VPD) values in mV of phases
within the Cu-Ag-Ti brazed joint. The first phase/metal is the more positive of the
two.
Microgalvanic Couple (Cathode–Anode)
Ag Rich–Cu Rich
Cu Rich–Stainless steel

ΔVPD (± 30 mV)
59
94

Table 4.4
Relative VPD in mV of the Cu-Ag-In-Ti sample. The first phase/metal
is the more positive of the two.
Microgalvanic Couple (Cathode–Anode)
Ag Rich–Cu Rich
Cu Rich–(Ti-Cu) Rich
(Ti-Cu) Rich–Stainless Steel

ΔVPD (± 30 mV)
52
97
53
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Abstract
Historically, high carbon steels have been used in mechanical applications
because their high surface hardness contributes to excellent wear performance. However,
in aggressive environments, current bearing steels exhibit insufficient corrosion
resistance. Martensitic stainless steels are attractive for bearing applications due to their
high corrosion resistance and ability to be surface hardened via carburizing heat
treatments. Here three different carburizing heat treatments were applied to UNS S42670:
a high temperature temper (HTT), a low temperature temper (LTT), and carbo-nitriding
(CN). Magnetic force microscopy showed differences in magnetic domains between the
matrix and carbides, while scanning Kelvin probe force microscopy (SKPFM) revealed a
90-200 mV Volta potential difference between the two phases. Corrosion progression
was monitored on the nanoscale via SKPFM and in situ AFM, revealing different
corrosion modes among heat treatments that predicted bulk corrosion behavior in
electrochemical testing. HTT outperforms LTT and CN in wear testing and thus is
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recommended for non-corrosive aerospace applications, whereas CN is recommended for
corrosion-prone applications as it exhibits exceptional corrosion resistance. The results
reported here support the use of scanning probe microscopy for predicting bulk corrosion
behavior by measuring nanoscale surface differences in properties between carbides and
the surrounding matrix.
Introduction
The performance of advanced gas turbine engines is currently limited by
degradation of the mechanical components, in particular rolling bearing elements such as
the raceway [1]. This is because aerospace engine bearings are subject to extreme
operating conditions, including elevated temperatures, high speeds, vibratory stresses,
rolling contact fatigue, and complex lubricant and environment interactions [2].
Accordingly, both high hardness and high toughness are critical requirements for
aerospace bearing materials, yet achieving both in a single material is challenging. M50,
a through-hardened carbon steel, was developed for aircraft engine bearing applications
and has become the standard bearing steel used in the United States due to its ability to
perform well at high temperatures while maintaining relatively high fracture toughness
compared to earlier generation carbon steels, such as AISI 52100 (UNS G52986) [1, 3,
4]. In the case of sea-based or coastal aircraft operations however, open turbine engine
systems can limit the ability of ester-based lubricants to provide wear and corrosion
protection, as the surrounding environment introduces water and marine aerosols into the
engine during both storage and operation [5]. The presence of water in the lubricant can
then serve to initiate aqueous corrosion during engine cycling and downtime [5].
Consequently, current aero-engine performance is limited by corrosion-enhanced wear of
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the metallic bearings and drive components, which leads to increased maintenance and
premature failure [1, 6-8]. Thus, there has been significant research effort to develop
alternative bearing steels to M50 that exhibit enhanced corrosion resistance to support
increased engine performance [3, 4, 7-10].
Martensitic stainless steels (MSSs) were developed for use in applications where
high wear resistance and toughness is required whilst maintaining high corrosion
resistance. These properties, combined with their potential for high hardness upon heat
treatment [1, 11-15], have led to MSSs being implemented in many demanding
applications, including bearings, molds, nuclear reactors, hydroelectric engines, and
petrochemical steam and gas turbines and buckets [1, 11-20]. To improve surface wear
resistance while maintaining the corrosion resistance of the core, MSSs can instead be
surface treated (carburized), with carbon incorporated into the sample surface at elevated
temperatures to form hard carbides with alloying elements such as chromium or
vanadium [1, 21-23].
Highly corrosion resistant MSSs (e.g., Cronidur 30 or XD15NW) include
additions of alloying elements (and/or nitrogen) and can have poor adhesive and wear
performance [24]. While not as corrosion resistant, UNS S42670 or AMS 59030B
(referred to herein as P675) is a relatively cost-efficient MSS with high corrosion
resistance (equivalent to 440C steel) and bulk fracture toughness (higher than M50) [25].
P675 was specifically engineered for aerospace bearing applications in advanced gasturbine engines, where conventional bearing steels (e.g., M50 and 440C) are adversely
affected by corrosion in aggressive environments and/or do not have sufficient high
temperature wear performance [8]. Although P675 shows improvement in corrosion
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resistance relative to conventional bearing steels, higher surface hardness would lead to a
longer wear lifetime in-service. Accordingly, secondary surface processing has been
targeted as a way to increase the hardness and wear resistance of P675 [7, 9, 10, 26].
Such surface treatments impart a graded microstructure that extends ~1000 µm below the
metal surface. Optimized wear properties are obtained by balancing the surface hardness
and core ductility of composite microstructures across the gradient region. However, the
increased surface hardness typically comes at the expense of corrosion resistance, as the
formation of carbides on the surface locally depletes corrosion-resistant elements (e.g.,
chromium, vanadium, molybdenum) from the surrounding matrix [7, 20, 22, 23, 27, 28].
The corrosion performance of various P675 surface treatments has been
previously assessed through accelerated DC and AC electrochemical testing in aqueous
solutions [7, 9, 10]. These investigations provided a ranking of corrosion performance,
showing that the final tempering temperature and processing atmosphere had a
considerable influence on both the overall corrosion rate and damage morphology.
Compared to M50, surface hardened P675 can be significantly more corrosion resistant,
and higher processing temperatures typically increased susceptibility to general corrosion
damage, while lower temperatures exhibited more localized corrosion relative to
untreated P675 [7]. The influence of processing on P675 wear performance for the same
steels in non-corrosive wear testing has also been reported, where higher processing
temperatures (HTT) yielded longer bearing lifetimes compared to LTT [29, 30].
However, there remains a need for research into the interdependency between
simultaneously balancing corrosion resistance and surface hardness for bearing
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applications, since wear resistance (i.e., bearing performance) in corrosive environments
is ultimately limited by corrosion [11].
Investigation of surface electronic properties can provide information to aid in the
prediction of corrosion initiation sites [31]. Recently, scanning Kelvin probe force
microscopy (SKPFM) has been used to investigate the role of nano- and micro-scale
surface features on corrosion behavior [19, 32-42]. Additionally, magnetic force
microscopy (MFM) [43-45] has been used to similarly provide insight into the magnetic
behavior of alloy surfaces. SKPFM permits measurement with nanoscale resolution of
Volta potential differences (VPDs), which are related to the electronic work function
(EWF), while MFM provides information regarding the magnitude and orientation of the
magnetic moments of surface domains. Likewise, in situ atomic force microscopy (AFM)
has been used to monitor morphological changes during corrosion in electrolyte solution
and link them to the electrochemical behavior of the material [19, 46-49]. The current
work presents the first application of such techniques to investigate corrosion behavior of
MSS P675 with various surface treatments. Since corrosion is the most common
precursor to wear damage during aero-engine operation [8], the time to onset and rate of
corrosion can directly control maintenance requirements and operational costs. Initiation
and propagation are critical considerations because they determine both wear behavior as
well as the lifetime of the part or engine [8, 50, 51]. The focus of this study is to
understand the effects of heat treatment processing parameters on corrosion evolution in
P675 by utilizing a combination of scanning probe microscopy (SPM) techniques and
accelerated corrosion testing, thereby linking surface microstructural differences (on the
nanoscale) with observed macroscale surface corrosion behavior and wear performance.
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Materials and Methods
Materials
The nominal bulk composition of P675 (UNS S42670, the MSS studied here)
prior to heat treatment is shown in Table 5.1 [29]. To increase surface hardness, P675
samples were carburized, followed by quenching and tempering, to harden the outer layer
or case. Samples were cylindrical (9.5 mm diameter x 12 mm height) with post-treatment
case depths of 750-1250 µm radially inward [9]. Samples differed in the final tempering
temperature and carburization atmosphere: high temperature tempering (HTT) at 496°C,
low temperature tempering (LTT) at 315°C, and carbo-nitrided (CN) where the case was
obtained through a carburizing cycle followed by nitriding cycle during heat treating.
Further details on the processing routes are discussed in previous works [9, 10, 29, 30].
Prior to SPM characterization, samples were mechanically ground with SiC paper (to
2000 grit) in deionized (DI) water, followed by sequential polishing to 0.02 µm with a
colloidal silica aqueous slurry. After polishing, samples were rinsed with ethanol and
sonicated for 1 minute in ethanol to remove any polishing residue.
Electron Microscopy
A field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM, FEI Teneo, Hillsboro,
USA) coupled to an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS, 80 mm2 Energy+,
Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK) was utilized to characterize the surface
microstructure and corrosion morphology of all samples, as well as construct elemental
composition maps of the heat-treated surfaces. SEM analyses were conducted in both
secondary electron (SE) and backscattered electron (BSE) imaging modes using 10–20
keV accelerating voltages.
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Scanning Probe Microscopy
Ex situ SPM
Ex situ AFM, MFM, and SKPFM were performed under an inert argon
atmosphere containing <0.1 ppm H2O and O2 using a Bruker Dimension Icon AFM
housed in an MBraun glovebox (MBraun, Stratham, USA). Prior to imaging, previously
polished and sonicated samples were cleaned with HPLC/spectrophotometric grade
ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, 200 proof, St. Louis, USA) using lint-free wipes (Kimtech).
Following ethanol cleaning, compressed ultra-high purity nitrogen gas (Norco UHP,
99.999%) was used to dry the surface of the steel and remove any remaining surface
particulates before introducing the samples into the glovebox antechamber.
Both MFM and SKPFM were performed using a dual-pass lift mode
implementation in which the first pass over each scan line acquires surface topography.
Upon completing the first pass, the probe then lifts off the surface to a user-defined
height above the surface. This height (i.e., tip-sample separation, 100 nm in this study)
remains constant throughout the second pass as the electromagnetic property of interest
(i.e., Volta potential difference in the case of SKPFM or magnetic moment in the case of
MFM) is measured. Surface topography was mapped using either intermittent contact
(tapping) mode in the case of MFM imaging or PeakForce tapping mode (Bruker Nano,
Santa Barbara, USA), which employs rapid force curve acquisition with a user-defined
force setpoint (typically 2 nN here), in the case of AFM and SKPFM. In MFM, the
magnetic force gradient between a magnetized Co-Cr coated AFM probe (Bruker MESP,
k = 2.8 N/m, f0 = 75 kHz, µ = 1 × 10−13 EMU, where 1 EMU = 1 erg G−1) and the surface
of the material was observed during the lift mode pass. For consistency, all MFM
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imaging reported herein was performed with the same MESP probe, which was
magnetized immediately prior to imaging with its magnetic axis perpendicular to the
sample surface. In SKPFM, the Volta potential difference (VPD) between a conductive
probe (Bruker PFQNE-AL, k = 0.8 N/m, f0 = 300 kHz) and the surface was quantified by
application of a DC bias to null the tip-sample electric force gradient arising from the
difference in Volta potential between the probe and sample surface. VPD maps were
acquired utilizing frequency modulation SKPFM [31], as described in detail elsewhere
[37,38]. These VPD maps were used to predict the corrosion behavior of the samples by
suggesting the cathodic and anodic sites and the relative driving force for galvanic
corrosion.
SKPFM was also used to observe corrosion initiation and propagation
mechanisms by carrying out intermittent imaging at well-defined intervals throughout the
corrosion process. While all such imaging was carried out within the controlled
environment (<0.1 ppm H2O and O2) of the argon-filled glovebox, corrosion was initiated
and allowed to proceed outside the glovebox, where samples were sequentially soaked
for prescribed amounts of time in a 1 M NaCl solution prepared from reagent grade NaCl
(Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) and deionized (DI) water. After each time increment,
samples were rinsed with DI water to remove any adhered salt, dried with UHP nitrogen,
and cleaned with ultrapure ethanol using lint-free wipes. The samples were then
reintroduced into the glovebox and imaged via dual-pass SKPFM. Repeated nanoscale
imaging at specific recurrent locations with micron-scale positional accuracy was made
possible by fiduciary marks created with a diamond tip indenter. Testing and imaging
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were performed ~500 µm away from the fiduciary mark to ensure results obtained were
not influenced by the indent
In situ SPM
To capture images of corrosion initiation and propagation in real time, in situ
PeakForce tapping (topographical) AFM was also performed. In contrast to the ex situ
(i.e., glovebox) SPM imaging, samples for in situ AFM imaging were mounted in a fluid
cell and immersed in a 0.1 M NaCl solution under ambient atmosphere. The NaCl
concentration was chosen such that it would initiate corrosion on samples at an
appropriate timescale to reveal changes in topography concurrent with corrosion
propagation and progression. Silicon nitride probes with a nominal tip radius of 20 nm
(Bruker ScanAsyst-Fluid, k = 0.7 N/m, f0 = 150 kHz) were used for repetitive imaging
(0.5 Hz scan rate) of 10 x 10 µm2 areas at 512 x 512 pixel resolution, corresponding to a
refresh rate of ~8.5 minutes to capture each image. Due to differences in time between
initial immersion of each sample and the initial image capturing (driven by optimization
of imaging parameters), the specific timing of subsequent images are not exact between
samples. The total amount of time each sample had been exposed to the corrosive salt
solution was documented at both the start and end of captured images.
Image Processing
SPM image processing and quantitative analysis were conducted using
NanoScope Analysis 1.90 (Bruker). All topographical images were processed with a first
order flatten filter to remove sample tip and tilt as well as any individual line-to-line
offsets. The images for HTT at 116 and 135 min required a 2nd order flatten procedure to
account for the deposited debris. To quantify the findings from SKPFM mapping, a
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threshold technique was implemented (see example image in Figure 1 below) that utilized
a user-determined cut-off potential based on the distribution of Volta potentials observed
in the corresponding data histogram (512 bins). From the resulting thresholded data, the
average Volta potential (with corresponding standard deviation) was calculated for each
of the two phases present on the surface (i.e., matrix and carbides, identities confirmed
through SEM/EDS characterization) [52]. Figure 1a shows a representative SKPFM
Volta potential map for HTT P675. Figure 1b shows the matrix in dark brown with the
carbides (data in blue) excluded, while the light brown areas visible in Figure 1c
correspond to the carbides (with the matrix excluded and indicated by the dark blue
areas). Using this method, an average VPD between the matrix and carbides was
calculated for each SKPFM image.
Electrochemical Corrosion Testing
Electrochemical cyclic polarization testing was used to characterize corrosion
behavior for each type of heat-treated steel. Sample preparation details can be found in a
previous publication, thus the sample testing area was defined by masking off the sample
such that only a circular area (diameter ~6.6 mm) test area was in contact with the
electrolyte solution [7]. Testing was conducted in 0.01 M NaCl electrolyte solution with a
potentiostat (SP-300, Bio-Logic, Seyssinet-Pariset, France) used to control and monitor a
three-electrode system in a modified flat cell. A saturated calomel electrode (SCE) served
as the reference electrode and a platinum mesh as the counter electrode. Following
sample immersion, open circuit potential (OCP) was monitored for 30 min. The sample
was then polarized at a scan rate of 0.5 mV/s from 100 mV below OCP to 600 mV above
OCP or when pitting had stabilized, followed by a reverse scan back to OCP.
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Results
Surface Composition
The carburizing and carbo-nitriding heat treatment processes performed on MSS
P675 resulted in the development of well distributed metal-carbon precipitates (carbides)
ranging in size from approximately 10 nm to 2 µm in diameter (Figure 2a), surrounded
by the martensitic matrix at the sample surface. In addition to the surface, the carbides are
present diminishingly, approximately 1000 µm radially inward into each of the samples
(data not shown). Sample surfaces were analyzed via EDS (Figure 2b) to resolve carbide
chemistry and determine alloying elements that segregated from the matrix to form these
carbides during heat treatment. Carbides resulting from all three surface treatments were
found to be predominantly carbon- and chromium-rich with lesser amounts of vanadium,
molybdenum and/or manganese, while the surrounding matrix showed primarily iron,
cobalt, and nickel. In previous work done on P675, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and electron
beam backscattered diffraction (EBSD) determined M7C3 (orthorhombic) and M23C6
(face-centered cubic) to be the primary carbides formed in P675 (M represents the metal
in the carbide), with M23C6 precipitating after M7C3, and chromium being the primary
metal constituent present in the carbides [27, 53]. HTT contains a greater population of
M23C6 carbides than LTT and CN due to its higher tempering temperature (i.e. increased
kinetics). By stoichiometry, the HTT carbides contain more chromium than the carbides
of the other two surface treated steels despite all having the same bulk composition
before heat treating. The large amount of chromium present in the bulk (pre-heat
treatment) P675 alloy (Table 5.1), coupled with the presence of molybdenum, should
yield a magnetic MSS [54-56]. However, EDS analysis (Figure 5.2a,b), performed on the
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bulk surface of each steel, showed that the chromium and molybdenum primarily
segregated within the carbides following heat treatment (thereby increasing the likelihood
of magnetic carbides). EDS was performed on the bulk steel and not on the individual
carbides due to inconsistent results obtained since large interaction volumes (by the EDS)
penetrated both the carbide and surrounding matrix. In contrast, nickel, in the presence of
iron and carbon acts as an austenite stabilizer and thus promotes a non-magnetic
austenitic (fcc) structure [57]. MFM was therefore utilized to observe how the secondary
processing performed on these steels affected the magnetic properties of the surface.
Scanning Probe Microscopy
MFM
MFM was utilized to map variations in the magnetic moment projections (surface
normal direction) on the surface of the steels (Figure 5.3). In Figure 5.3, purple regions
are identified as carbides since these coincide with regions that are raised in topography
and visually similar to carbides seen in SEM/EDS analysis (see Figure 5.2).
Topographical relief of the carbides was expected due to differential polishing rates
during sample prep, resulting in the harder carbides slightly protruding above the
surrounding matrix. MFM results indicated that the carbides and the matrix both exhibit
out-of-plane magnetic domains (i.e., positive magnetic direction, non-parallel to surface),
but with varying magnitudes; carbides being noticeably larger than the matrix as expected
from the enhanced chromium concentration (see Figure 5.2). Within the matrix,
nanoscale variations in magnetic domain were also evident. In HTT these were larger and
more elongated those on either LTT or CN. CN had the finest distribution of different
magnetic domain regions able to be resolved within the matrix.
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Inert Environment SKPFM
Freshly polished, cleaned, and dried samples underwent ex situ SPM imaging in
an inert atmosphere glovebox. Images were acquired using sequentially larger scan areas
of 10 x 10 µm2, 20 x 20 µm2, and 90 x 90 µm2, with contrast between carbides and the
surrounding matrix observed in both Volta potential and topography (Figure 5.4).
Numerical VPD results were calculated per the method described earlier and compiled
for comparison (see Figure 5.5; error bars are indicative of one standard deviation). The
measured VPD of the carbides ranged from 60 to 200 mV greater than the steel matrix,
depending on the scan size analyzed, with HTT possessing the highest difference and CN
the lowest. The relative magnitudes of the carbide-matrix VPDs remained consistent
regardless of scan size, suggesting even the smallest imaging areas chosen (10 x 10 µm2)
were large enough to be representative of the sample while also providing the highest
spatial resolution of VPD variations.
Intermittent SKPFM
Intermittent ex situ SKPFM was performed to track the evolution of the surfaces
resulting from sequential sustained exposure to corrosive conditions. Samples were
placed in a corrosive salt solution and the VPD maps were obtained at intervals of 0, 1, 2,
10, and 15 cumulative minutes of exposure to 1 M NaCl solution (Figure 5.6). Qualitative
differences in both appearance (surface topography and morphology) and carbide-matrix
VPD over time were observed for the steels. The HTT sample showed the formation of
particulates on the surface and degraded uniformly with time, leading to a progressively
lower variation in surface VPD. In contrast, the CN sample showed little change in VPD
or topography on the surface, indicating corrosion reaction kinetics were much slower
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despite the distinct VPD contrast between the carbides and matrix. LTT exhibited
behavior somewhere in between the other two steels. Initially salt deposits on the LTT
surface obscured the steel topography and VPD variations. However, with increasing
time LTT appeared similar to CN, as evidenced by the relatively large contrast in
topography and VPD apparent by the 15 min mark (see Figure 5.6).
Figure 5.7 presents VPD maps (left column) and plots of Volta potential versus
location (middle and right columns) for cross sections of different carbide/matrix
interfaces as a function of exposure time. As can be seen in the top row of Figure 5.7, the
VPD between the HTT carbides and the surrounding matrix decreased with exposure
time, while the VPDs of the LTT (Figure 5.7(b1,b2)) and CN (Figure 5.7(c1,c2)) carbides
remained relatively constant throughout testing. For HTT, corrosion proceeded
simultaneously both along grain and carbide boundaries as well as within the matrix.
Corrosion products evolved and settled on both the matrix and surface carbides, where
cathodic activity was supporting anodic dissolution of the matrix. With this production
and deposition of corrosion products, the VPD between carbides with a native oxide and
matrix decreased on the HTT surface until there was very little difference observed
between the two, as seen in Figure 5.7(a1,a2). Conversely, the LTT and CN samples
underwent typical localized corrosion (see Figure 5.6), wherein highly localized attack
adjacent to grain boundaries/carbides was seen, as evidenced by particulates settling on
or near the carbide-matrix interface. As time in solution progressed, the VPD between the
carbides and steel matrix remained essentially unchanged throughout the duration of
testing, with matrix attack relatively shallow. Therefore, there are notable differences in
the initiation of corrosion mechanisms between different heat treated samples.
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In Situ AFM
To observe the progression of corrosion in real time while samples were
immersed in 0.1 M NaCl solution, in situ AFM was employed to monitor topographical
changes over time. Figure 5.8 shows the results for the three heat-treated P675 steels with
no applied bias voltage. (Variations in exposure time across samples are due to
differences in corrosion rate and the time necessary to implement optimized imaging
parameters.) For HTT, corrosion activity rapidly progressed and large surface deposits
(~1-2 µm wide) appeared on the surface after ~107 minutes (Figure 5.8). EDS analysis
indicated these large features to be iron-rich corrosion products with NaCl (analysis not
shown). Despite the deposited particles, distinct localized corrosion was not seen on the
HTT sample. As testing progressed, corrosion reactions proceeded, depositing corrosion
product particulates on the surface (see Figure 5.8–HTT 116 & 134 min). In comparison,
highly localized corrosion was evident at the carbide-matrix interfaces in both the CN
and LTT samples. CN showed the greatest segregation of corrosion between matrix
attack and the unaffected carbides, as indicated by near complete but shallow etching
attack along carbide boundaries (Figure 5.8). LTT appeared to behave somewhere in the
middle of these two extremes, with particle build-up similar to HTT seen initially, but
eventually these particles cleared to reveal evidence of localized corrosion propagation in
the matrix adjacent to some of the carbides, similar to CN.
Time-dependent line profile analysis of selected carbide particles was conducted
on each of the samples (Figure 5.9), confirming the qualitative observations arising from
the images presented in Figure 5.8. HTT showed an increase in surface contrast of the
carbides, up to 50 nm, with corresponding slight, uniform changes in the height of the
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surrounding matrix. For LTT, height changes across the carbide/matrix interface initially
(44 min) showed ~100 nm deep attack immediately adjacent to the carbides (Figure 5.9).
Then at longer times (112 min), the height of the carbides increased, accompanied by
shallower apparent depth of attack in the adjacent matrix area. These changes are likely
associated with the production and deposition of insoluble corrosion products. CN
exhibited the sharpest contrast in topography by the end of exposure to salt solution, with
the carbide surface height increasing by ~25 nm relative to the adjacent bulk matrix, with
matrix attack limited to ~75 nm deep and only extending approximately 0.5 µm away
from the carbide interface. The depth of attack also decreased from 103 min to 112 min,
indicating slight corrosion product deposition within the highly localized area of matrix
attack.
Post-testing SEM imaging was conducted on the same sample surfaces (Figure
5.10) to record surface morphological differences following the in situ AFM testing. HTT
exhibited a distinctively different surface morphology compared to LTT and CN,
characterized by the presence of large, fluffy appearing salt-laden corrosion deposits.
Beneath these deposits and surrounding the carbides, the entire matrix surface area was
uniformly corroded with no indication of matrix passivity. In contrast, both the LTT and
CN carbide boundaries were attacked, with NaCl particles present along the grain
boundaries and carbide-matrix separation and subsequent grain separation (Figure 5.10).
LTT showed some attack along carbide boundaries as well as some generalized attack as
indicated by roughening of the entire surface due to corrosion product deposition. CN
displayed much more localized attack at the carbide boundaries than LTT (dotted oval in
right panel of Figure 5.10), and narrow “valleys” on the order of ~0.5 µm wide were
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observed around the CN carbides, confirming observations in Figure 5.8. Furthermore,
unlike LTT or HTT, CN did not show evidence of adhered or deposited corrosion
products. Tracing the representative “line of attack” for the CN sample in Figure 5.10
reveals a grain undergoing intergranular attack, indicative of microgalvanic corrosion
between the noble carbides and the active matrix.
Electrochemical Corrosion Testing
To elucidate the corrosion pitting and repassivation behavior of the samples,
cyclic potentiodynamic polarization (CPP) scans were conducted on each of the samples
to explore the effects of the differing heat treatments. Figure 5.11 shows the resultant
polarization curves, along with macro images of the sample surfaces post-electrochemical
testing. Testing indicated that HTT had the lowest OCP (-400 mV), followed by LTT (200 mV) and CN (-80 mV), respectively. This ranking is in agreement with previous
studies that ranked corrosion resistance for these same steels (i.e. corrosion rate
determined via electrochemical methods) [7, 9]. The LTT and CN samples exhibited a
rapid change in potential over a minimal increase in current density (Figure 5.11a, green
boxed areas), indicative of typical passive behavior. The breakdown potential of the LTT
and CN samples occurred at 40 mV and 95 mV, respectively. Conversely, the HTT
sample showed active corrosion behavior as demonstrated by linear growth of the current
density over the potential sweep. However, pits were initially observed on the HTT
surface (-200 mV), but did not grow and as the anodic overpotential continued to
increase. The post-corrosion images in Figure 5.11b show the difference in corrosion
morphology for each sample following CPP testing. For HTT, the entire test area
darkened due to corrosion product formation (Figure 5.11b), engulfing the initial isolated
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areas of pitting. Arrows in Figure 5.11b indicate the four pits that first formed on the
HTT sample before the entire test area underwent generalized corrosion. As expected
from previous work [7], LTT and CN showed a distinctly different morphology of
corrosion attack, with corrosion limited to only several dispersed pits on the surface of
the sample. Compared to HTT, LTT showed limited regions of depassivation emanating
from corrosion pits, evidenced by regions of minor surface darkening. In contrast,
corrosion attack on CN displayed only highly localized, isolated pits (Figure 5.11b) with
no visual evidence of any other associated areas of depassivation.
Discussion
Nanoscale Origins of Corrosion Initiation
Determining the nanoscale contributions to a material’s bulk corrosion rate is
inherently difficult due to the complexity and multitude of variables that influence its
behavior in a corrosive environment Corrosion is a spontaneous process driven by
thermodynamics [58,59]. In a microgalvanic couple, the difference in electrode potential
of the anode and cathode regions on the surface correlates with the magnitude of negative
free energy change (thermodynamic propensity) for local corrosion to occur. SKPFM
Volta potential (VPD) mapping is the highest spatial resolution method available to
directly measure the relative thermodynamic propensity for corrosion between nanoscale
heterogeneities in a material. For the MSSs considered in this study, the relatively high
Cr composition of the carbides suggests they are likely noble in comparison to the matrix
based on the galvanic series [60]. Hence, a larger VPD between carbides and the matrix
will lead to a greater drive (i.e., increased microgalvanic full-cell potential) for corrosion
of the matrix. Among the steels studied, HTT consistently exhibited the largest VPD
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between the carbides and the matrix (200 mV), while LTT (150 mV) and CN (90 mV)
were considerably less (Figure 5.5). The relative magnitudes of these VPDs can likely be
attributed to carbide chemistry, as HTT carbide composition is predominantly
M(Cr)23C6 compared to predominantly M(Cr)7C3 compounds for LTT and CN. An
interesting finding of this study is that for each of the surface treatments considered, the
bulk OCP values measured inversely corresponded with the magnitude of the VPD
between the carbide and matrix phases (Figure 5.5); HTT had the greatest carbide/matrix
VPD and least noble OCP (-400 mV), CN had the lowest VPD and most noble OCP (-80
mV), and LTT was intermediate with a carbide/matrix OCP of -200mV. This observation
demonstrates how local SKPFM measurements of the relative microgalvanic couple
potential contribute to the bulk OCP observed on each of the different surface-treated
MSSs investigated. In addition, variations in chromium enrichment of the carbides
subsequently influenced both the VPD and degree of passivity of the surrounding
chromium-depleted matrix. The steepest VPD gradients measured were across the
carbide/matrix interface (Figure 5.7), and so SKPFM measurements also provided a
technique to predict and locate expected points of microgalvanic corrosion initiation on
the surface.
Corrosion Propagation
SKPFM measures VPDs on the surface, which are influenced by the presence of
oxide layers. With MSSs, passivating chromium oxide layers are readily formed and act
as a kinetic barrier to corrosion, which complicates any correlation of thermodynamic
propensity derived from SKPFM measurements. However, for the steels considered
herein, since the bulk composition is the same, data obtained from SKPFM also provided
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information on the spatial variations in surface properties that influence corrosion
propagation. Intermittent SKPFM testing was conducted to monitor shifts in
microgalvanic couples’ VPD over time due to corrosion activity. For HTT, the VPD
between the carbides and the matrix decreased with time (Figure 5.7). As a result, as the
duration of corrosion propagation increased, the VPD between carbides and the matrix
approached 0 mV for HTT, resulting in a more thermodynamically homogenous surface.
In contrast, for LTT and CN the initial VPD between the carbides and matrix phase was
smaller, but remained nearly constant throughout testing, with only minor evidence of the
corrosion activity apparent on the surface (Figures 5.6 and 5.7). This behavioral
difference can be attributed to differences in the passive oxide layer performance, and is
also reflected in the VPD measurements, which are highly influenced by the presence of
surface oxides. Previous work by Schmutz and Frankel showed similar behavior on
aluminum alloys and indicates that the shift in VPD observed on HTT following active
corrosion was caused by oxide growth at cathodic sites and the generation and deposition
of corrosion products at active sites creating a more homogenous surface [51]. For
carburized MSSs, the magnitude of VPD surface variation measured by SKPFM precorrosion provided an indication of the how the VPD evolved as a result of exposure to
corrosion conditions: smaller initial VPD between the carbides and matrix phase
indicated more robust passivity during corrosion, as seen in CN and LTT steels. For
HTT, the higher initial VPD between the carbides and matrix indicated a greater
susceptibility to depassivation and more uniform corrosion activity during propagation.
These findings were validated with bulk electrochemical testing (Figure 5.11), where
CPP testing showed that LTT and CN had a more protective oxide layer as indicated by
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the presence of a passive region in the CPP scan. Moreover, during intermittent SKPFM
testing the VPD on HTT evolved rapidly and HTT exhibited active corrosion behavior
throughout CPP testing.
While the bulk amount of chromium present at the surface is the same for all
steels considered, the spatial distribution is different among the three surface treatments,
leading to distinctly different corrosion properties and behavior. Relative to LTT and CN,
HTT tended to corrode more uniformly and had a higher VPD between carbides and
matrix. HTT was more prone to depassivation compared to LTT despite both having
identical bulk chemical composition and same carburization cycle (carburized in single
furnace load). The different carbide-matrix VPDs among the samples influences or
indicates how local solution chemistry likely evolves during active corrosion on MSSs.
This suggests that for HTT, as pitting progressed, the local solution chemistry, most
likely due to higher sensitization during tempering cycle, was sufficiently aggressive to
cause widespread depassivation. Conversely, with LTT and CN samples, the VPD
between carbides was smaller and pitting was unable to transition to more widespread
corrosion, suggesting local solution chemistry evolution did not support auto-catalytic
depassivation as corrosion propagated. Here the lower VPD observed for LTT and CN
indicated the matrix phases exhibited more robust passivity than the matrix of HTT. The
in situ SKPFM VPD measurements correlate with the observed corrosion morphology of
the steels. That is, the measured carbide-matrix VPD for each steel is inversely
proportional to the extent of general (uniform) corrosion resistance of the steel. The
efforts in this paper show that SKPFM is able to effectively predict bulk corrosion
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behavior of different surface treatments by observing and measuring nanoscale surface
VPD differences between carbides and the underlying matrix.
SPM Characterization and Implications on Wear
MFM provides a method to characterize local variations in magnetic properties
that contribute to the bulk magnetic properties. For all steels studied, the carbides showed
variable shades of purple/blue in the MFM maps (~1-3° phase shift), indicating slightly
different magnetic properties within the individual phases (Figure 5.3), likely due to
different carbide compositions in terms of the relative amounts of chromium and
molybdenum, which influence the magnetic properties of phases [61-64]. Sample CN had
a much less homogenous matrix that showed considerable variation in magnetic
properties and is likely an effect of the relatively highly surface retained austenite (1822%) found within the matrix phases compared to LTT (10-13%) and HTT (1-2%) [9,
30]. The bulk magnetism of the steels will change with tempering temperature and heat
treatment process, following changes to the microstructural phases formed [9, 30].
Further work is currently underway to investigate the implications of local magnetism
and magnetic domains on resulting wear and corrosion mechanisms.
Similarly, the ability to resolve nanoscale variations in the resistance to
deformation (elastic modulus) on a material’s surface could help improve prediction of
the wear behavior. The PeakForce tapping mode employed here measured differences in
the elastic modulus distribution, as determined via the Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT)
model [65], for the carbide and the matrices of the steels simultaneously with topography
(see exemplary Figure 5.12). As seen in the CN image presented in Figure 5.12, carbides
had a higher relative modulus than the matrix, suggesting potential sites for development
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of micro-cracking and fracture would likely lie at the interface between carbides and
matrix where local modulus variation was greatest. Further work is underway to
determine how these local differences in recorded modulus correlate to a material’s
ability to handle loads/stress in bearing applications
In service, the uniform degradation seen on HTT could be effectively monitored
conventionally via visual inspection, detection of wear debris, or thickness monitors
installed on bearing raceways. For CN and LTT, current methods of monitoring engine
health are less effective since significantly lower amounts of reaction products are
generated from highly localized corrosion. Localized corrosion may not be detected until
it has led to significant wear damage. Bearing steel developers should therefore be
cautious with heat treatments that yield a surface similar to CN which, although highly
corrosion resistant, the passive surface will inevitably be compromised in wear
applications. Small areas of highly localized corrosion pits lead to surface crater
development which can potentially lead to highly undesirable and unpredictable failure
via spalling. LTT behavior was intermediate between the two other surface treatments,
with some localized attack on grain/carbide boundaries as well as some evidence of wider
depassivation. In corrosive environments, the overall wear lifetime may be controlled by
resistance to corrosion initiation, in which case LTT and CN could provide greater
benefit than HTT. Previously conducted wear studies are in agreement with the
recommendations given, and the results of this study provide nanoscale insight to help
understand why HTT outperformed both CN and LTT during rolling contact fatigue
testing even though it had significantly lower corrosion resistance [29, 30]. Based on this
work, P675 HTT would be recommended over the other two tempering procedures for
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use in aerospace bearings where corrosion is not a primary concern. However, when the
bearing assembly is prone to corrosion attack, HTT is not recommended due to its overall
low corrosion resistance [7] which would lead to premature failure via degradation of the
material. In this case, CN is recommended for bearing use due to its high resistance to
both corrosion onset and propagation [7].
Conclusions
P675 carburizable martensitic stainless steel (UNS S42670) samples were
processed using two different heat treatment methods (carburizing and carbo-nitriding
(CN)) and two tempering temperatures (HTT and LTT). Following, the research
conducted in this paper highlights the viability of SKPFM to effectively predict bulk
corrosion behavior by measuring nanoscale surface differences in VPDs between
carbides and the surrounding matrix, thereby providing insight into bulk observations by
using information obtained at the nanoscale. More generally, SPM can be used to
evaluate the potential efficacy of different steels and/or surface treatments for use in
corrosive environments.
•

MFM imaging distinguished local differences in magnetic properties

where precipitated carbides exhibited a larger magnetic moment than the matrix, likely
due to the presence of chromium relative to the chromium-depleted matrix.
•

SKPFM VPD measurements in an inert environment showed HTT as the

thermodynamically most favorable to experience microgalvanic corrosion between the
chromium-rich precipitated carbides and the surrounding martensitic matrix, with a
measured carbide-matrix VPD of 200 mV, while LTT (150 mV) and CN (90 mV) were
less.
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•

Intermittent SKPFM showed the HTT sample behaved differently during

corrosion than the LTT and CN samples; by the end of the testing period, there was
minimal VPD between the HTT carbides and the surrounding matrix, whereas the
carbides present in the LTT and CN samples retained their relative nobility throughout
testing.
•

Corrosion propagation was also monitored in real time via in situ AFM

and revealed that HTT underwent the most rapid spread of corrosion attack across the
sample, while LTT and CN were less affected and showed much more localized,
intergranular attack and adjacent to carbides.
•

Bulk electrochemical testing results agreed with in situ AFM results, with

LTT and CN showing distinct passive regions as compared to HTT, confirming the
nanoscale differences in corrosion behavior observed between the steel heat treatments
investigated.
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Figures

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.1
Representative 10 x 10 µm2 SKPFM images of P675-HTT. Dark brown
corresponds to the softer matrix phase, which is lower in height following polishing
than the harder, lighter brown carbides. Images show (a) the original Volta potential
image (600 mV full scale range) and subsequent implementation of thresholding
cutoffs (blue) to calculate average Volta potential differences (VPDs) for the (b)
matrix and (c) carbides.
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Figure 5.2
(a) Grayscale BSE images (left column) of the three different P675
surface-treated samples (carbides appear darker than surrounding matrix) with
corresponding colored EDS compositional maps highlighting the principal
components of the carbides (middle columns) and bulk matrix (right columns) for the
HTT, LTT, and CN samples (images for each row share the same micron bar). (b)
Elemental composition in wt% (determined via EDS) for the surface of each steel (not
individual carbides).
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Figure 5.3
3D magnetic response maps with changes in height representative of
differences in magnetism. Color scale ranges are 7 degrees (0° = yellow, +7° = blue)
for magnetic response.

Figure 5.4
High resolution AFM topography (dark brown to white color scale, 100
nm full scale) and SKPFM Volta potential (green to pink color scale, 600 mV full
scale) images over different size scan areas showing the different sizes and shapes of
carbides distributed throughout the three sample types.
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Figure 5.5
Plot of measured VPDs (with standard deviation error bars) of carbide
precipitates versus the surrounding matrix for the three P675 surface-treated steels
as a function of scan area.

Figure 5.6
SKPFM Volta potential maps (green to pink color scale-400 mV full
scale) overlaid on the evolving 3D topography (30 nm full scale) of the three heattreated MSSs as a function of immersion time in 1 M NaCl solution.
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(c2)

Figure 5.7
SKPFM Volta potential maps ((a,b,c), 600 mV full scale, exposure time
given below each image) for each of the three heat-treated MSSs with time-dependent
Volta potential profiles (a1-c2) across two representative carbides plotted as a
function of duration of exposure to 1 M NaCl solution. The location of the carbide
represented by each profile is indicated by the corresponding dotted box in the
exemplary SKPFM maps at left.
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Figure 5.8
Time-lapse in situ AFM topography maps (160 nm full scale) for each
of the heat-treated MSSs in 0.1 M NaCl solution, with approximate exposure time at
the end of each scan indicated below the corresponding map (image time was ~8.5
min).
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Figure 5.10 SE SEM images of the sample surfaces following in situ AFM testing.
Red squares in the images in the top panels indicate areas of magnified images below.
Dotted red oval area in magnified CN image indicates the “line of attack” (see
discussion).

Figure 5.11 (a) Cyclic potentiodynamic polarization (CPP) scans (0.01M NaCl
electrolyte) for all three surface treatment samples. Passive regions for LTT and CN
are indicated by green squares. (b) Images of the samples post-testing (after the area
masking tape was removed) with dotted red circles indicating the test location on each
sample surface. All samples display some isolated pitting; however due to the
difficulty in clearly seeing the pits on the HTT sample (which, in contrast to the other
samples, underwent generalized corrosion attack), yellow arrows indicate the location
of the pits present on the HTT sample.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12 (a) CN topography (160 nm full scale), and (b) DMT Modulus (1.5
GPa full scale). Images are representative of 103-112 minute submersion in 0.1M
NaCl solution.

Tables
Table 5.1
Nominal composition (wt%) of P675 alloy (remainder is Fe). Adapted
from Trivedi et al.
Steel
Pyrowear 675
(AMS 5930B)

.

C

Mn

0.07 0.75

Cr Mo

Si

V

Co

13

0.4 2.5 0.010 0.6

6.5

2

Ni

S
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSIONS
This work investigated the effects of heat treatment on MSS P675. In Chapter
one, a brief introduction was given into how bearings currently in use have poor
corrosion resistance and ultimately lead to premature failure. Current methods typically
used by industry and government entities to measure corrosion resistance to rank steels,
(e.g. salt spray chamber) are qualitative and based on observation. To advance
understanding, Chapter two provided a rapid method to rank bearing steels based on
corrosion resistance by using advanced electrochemical techniques such as AP and EIS.
This was the first time these techniques were used to rank bearing steels and it was
demonstrated that empirical calculators, such as PREN, were not a good predictors of
corrosion behavior for case hardened bearing steels. Corrosion rate measurements
verified previous findings that common bearings used today (i.e., M50) have poor
corrosion resistance. Results from this study showed that corrosion behavior of P675 is
highly dependent on the final heat treatment. This prompted a more focused investigation
into how heat treatment affects the corrosion performance of P675. Specifically HTT,
LTT, and CN were chosen because they are considered for the Department of Defense
(DoD) applications.
In Chapter three, data obtained from EIS testing was fitted to a modified Randles
circuit {R1+CPE1/ (R2+CPE3/R3)}. This model allowed the extraction of fitting
parameters that were, in turn, used for developing and proposing a corrosion mechanism
for each heat treated P675; HTT underwent general corrosion attack while LTT and CN
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corroded via pitting. Carbide analysis revealed HTT had the largest and most amount of
carbides, while LTT and CN were smaller and less frequent. Standard bulk
electrochemical testing, such as AP and EIS methods do not accurately resolve all surface
phenomena. Nanoscale testing is necessary to obtain more surface information. However,
the P675 samples received were cylindrical in shape and were difficult to test.
Chapter four demonstrated a proof-of-concept whereby SPM techniques,
specifically SKPFM, were co-localized with alloying composition (EDS) and
electrochemical measurements to effectively predict corrosion initiation sites. These
microgalvanic initiation sites were easier to resolve due to the larger features and the
flatness of the sample. The knowledge acquired from Chapter four was used to monitor
corrosion progression on the nanoscale using in-situ AFM and time-dependent SKPFM in
Chapter five. This was a new and novel application of the technique to bearing steels.
In Chapter five, SKPFM results indicated that HTT was thermodynamically most
favorable to experience microgalvanic corrosion between the chromium-rich precipitated
carbides and the surrounding martensitic matrix. Intermittent SKPFM showed the HTT
sample behaved differently during corrosion than the LTT and CN samples; by the end of
the testing period, there was minimal VPD (i.e. minimal driving force for corrosion)
between the HTT carbides and the surrounding matrix, whereas the carbides present in
the LTT and CN samples retained their relative nobility throughout testing. Real time
corrosion progression revealed that HTT underwent the most rapid spread of corrosion
attack, while LTT and CN were less affected and showed much more localized,
intergranular attack adjacent to carbides. Therefore Chapter five validated the corrosion
mechanism proposed in Chapter three and the equivalent circuit used (i.e. modified
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Randles circuit). Most notably, Chapter five highlights the viability of advanced SPM
techniques to evaluate the potential efficacy of different steels and/or surface treatments
for use in corrosive environments.
Since requirements for bearings are always evolving, steel designers are
constantly engineering alloys using different alloying elements and heat treatments. This
study contributes to the field of knowledge on how heat treatment affects corrosion
performance of P675 and has shown that advanced surface characterization combined
with electrochemical testing can be used to effectively predict corrosion performance for
P675 and MSS’s.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: FUTURE WORK
Although a corrosion mechanism was proposed for each of the three heat
treatments studied here, further work must be completed to determine how corrosion
behavior affects wear. Specifically corrosive wear testing must be conducted on these
steels to help correlate to actual wear in-service. A general guideline and suggestion on
testing parameters is given here. A conventional Ball-on-Rod testing apparatus would be
used to measure rolling contact fatigue where the baseline would be 208-size angular (40
mm) M50 hybrid bearings (M50 raceway and ceramic Si3N4 rolling elements). Based on
previous wear testing the thrust load should range from 14000-23000 N, maximum
Hertzian stress from 3.1-5.5 GPa, and lubricant used would be MIL-PRF-23699G
(viscosity of 5 cSt at 100°C) with the possible addition of tribofilm enhancers/anti-wear
additives (e.g. tricresyl phosphate (TCP)). Testing would conclude if the accelerometer
measures 1g or greater and testing would be terminated if bearings survive 5000 hours.
To observe wear behavior in corrosive applications two suggestions are presented:
1) The oil would not be filtered when returning to the system
2) The lubricant used has embedded metal particulates or NaCl added to it
One way to assess the corrosion behavior of these bearing steels as a function of
wear could be to electrochemically test samples that underwent wear testing and
predetermined times. That is, to subject samples to wear testing, and obtain samples at
time intervals (e.g 500h, 1000h, 2000h, etc.) and observe how the steels corrosion
behavior changes with the new introductions to the surface.
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Also, the electrolyte solution used for electrochemical testing could better mimic
the bearing environment in-service. That is, the solution could be prepared to contain
some lubricant additives, while too much lubricant in the electrolyte can cause large
resistance, which would hinder the experiment by not allowing charge transfer amongst
the electrodes. Finally, by stirring the electrolyte media for the duration of the test, it
would more accurately depict the constantly moving lubricant found in the actual
aerospace bearing systems.

